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OH, MISTRESS MINE
Address by the President, L. Lloyd-Smith, on 7th October, 1985
My Deputy Lord Mayor, Honoured Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen:
May I, on this the first night of our new session, extend
to the Members and Council of this august Society, my deeply
felt thanks for the honour which they have extended to me by
electing me their President. That it is an honour is beyond
question for I am required to follow in the footsteps of Ladies
and Gentlemen - Past Presidents - of great erudition and
intellect - some of whom are here tonight - the prospect is
a daunting one - one can l::xlttry to maintain the standards which
they have set.
I would, and I am sure that it is on your behalf, pay
tribute to our immediate Past President Michael Baatz who, with
characteristic charm, elegance, wit and delightful eloquence has
so successfully led our Society. Michael, we are grateful.
Equally certain that I continue to speak on your behalf,
I would pay special tribute to a Past President who regrettably
will no longer join our assemblies - Cicely Williams, at whose
funeral service in the Cathedral, the Provost spoke so beautifully
and so sincerely of:
"This remarkable little lady". She was a
lover of people - a lover of adventure - a lover of learning and
she led this Society with great charm and a carefully disguised
strength of purpose. She will be greatly missed.
And so, Ladies and Gentlemen, to the matter in hand - "Oh
Mistress Mine". I chose this title for two reasons - it was,
it seemed to me, to be vague enough to permit me a degree of
flexibility between the time the title was required for programme
printing purposes and tonight and it seemed to be provocative
enough to engender some curiosity if not interest. My wife tells
me that she has been anticipating this evening with some
apprehension and disquiet. Let us dispel! that apprehension by
reminding ourselves that it was first Aristotle who stated:
"Architecture is the Mistress of the Arts" and it is within
this context that I borrow from Shakespeare's Twelfth Night
and appeal "Oh Mistress Mine".
My introduction to the lady who was to become my Mistress
came from my parents - particularly my Father who as Librarian
and Museum Curator of Newark-on-Trent, with great knowledge,
irrepressible enthusiasm and with the patience essential in
every parent, showed me, initially, the architectural delights
of Newark.
He pointed out, in language which I could understand,the
developments, structural, aesthetic and social which produced
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the buildings. He taught me that architecture concerns people how they are accommodated, at home, at their place of work,
their place of relaxation, their place of worship. It concerns
people who have ideas of how to solve problems presented by the
changing requirements of this accomr~odation - physical and
emotional - by the application of technical developments and
by current economic circumstances. It concerns people who
converted those ideas into three dimensions, not all successfully,
but all a part of the continuous and continuing saga. Against
this background I would, therefore, suggest that within the time
available we have, what can only be a fleeting and terribly
incomplete look at something of this saga.
Various areas of the world produce the basic building
materials:
timber - strong in tension; stone - immensely
strong in compression; mud or clay - kneadable, plastic and
infinitely mouldable.
Each area produced a style of building - a style evolved of
necessity and the demands of that area and of that with which
they are built. Areas where nothing but stone is available are
rare but in North West Scotland and the Isles one finds little
crofts constructed of rough stones, roofed with reeds or heather.
We, in this country, enjoy a supply of all these materials
and we found the most effective ways of using them. But what is
significant is that within all recorded civilizations there lies
a marked contrast between the application of advancing techniques
upon the erection of monuments and prestigious public buildings
and the perpetuation of the more elementary skills upon the
houses of our eternal friends Tom, Dick and Harry.
For this reason these relatively flimsy buildings became
victims of wars, fires and earthquakes and disappeared as in
15th century Angkor, 17th century London or 20th century Tokyo,
Skopje, Agadir and, not long ago, Mexico City. Only the Public
Buildings, indeed only some of them, remained.
So it is that the "History of Architecture" is almost
exclusively, almost but not quite, restricted to the study of
Public Buildings - "architectural prima donnas in full fortissimo"
yet the unpretentious buildings, all with their individual charms
and the success of their collective inter relationship are the
essence of architecture.
Well how did it all begin? The mud huts of the hot regions
where civilization began were - and still are built introspectively - looking onto a courtyard. An increase in the family was
accommodated by an addition to the compound - Leggo like hut was
added to hut and courtyard to courtyard, whilst the Lord Mayor
or Chief, who had to hold court for many, needed larger
accommodation than could be roofed with logs spanning wall to wall.
Therefore, intermediate posts of pillars were introduced. From
this very logical beginning it is a relatively short step to the
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great Temples of Egypt with their forest of enormous and
richly painted columns - or to the vast 700 room Palace of
the Emperor Sargon at Khorsabad near Nineveh (it cover~d
some 25 acres). But then something inexplicable appeared on
the stage - for no one has really explained that astonishing
Greek civilization which produced, from the indigenous granite
and sparkling marble, buildings which Lord Esher comments
"Enables one's view of MAN".
The Egyptian Temple, walled on the outside and thickly
columned internally, was turned inside out by the Greeks who,
as in The Parthenon, produced an internal walled cell surrounded
by columns and covered by a pitched roof with a richly decorated
gable or Pediment at each end and beautifully detailed eaves or
cornice to throw off the rainwater. The columns and lintels
were now well and truly exposed and, with mathematical precision,
both were exquisitely detailed and modelled to take advantage
of the shadows cast by the sunlight in which they basked and to
compensate for the illusions or tricks which the human eye is
apt to play (Plate 1) .
How and why the form of the columns changed is a study in
itself, and tonight we cannot linger long and must content ourselves by noting that the main designs, Doric, Ionic and
Corinthian, together with the entablature above were developed
in little more than a century and dominated the architecture of
not only Greece but of Rome, modern Europe, Colonial America and
wherever in the world Europeans built,
Greece at that time was composed of a number of small states,
each autonomous, but all subscribing, as John Roberts recently
reminded us on television, to the concept of human excellence
and the application of that excellence to the glorification of
the State. All these States developed a kind of "moral myopia"
which expressed itself in a rigidity of aesthetics and a lack of
structural experiment which ultimately resulted in stagnation
and, upon the collapse of Greece, their craftsmen and artists
became little more than "interior designers" to the first great
engineers of the world - THE ROMANS - but in so doing - and again
I quote John Roberts - "Captive Greece took captive her own
fierce conqueror".
Not only did the Romans enjoy building but they were
concerned with their whole mode of living - their whole environment. As a great military power they were concerned with
fortifications but in addition they built houses, shops, blocks
of flats, theatres, aqueducts, public baths, law courts, temples
and related them one to another in outstanding town plans.
Mortimer Wheeler in his "Still Digging" shared his enthusiasm
for their skills in building in huge blocks of stone, small
fragments of stone mixed with cement to form concrete faced
with tiles, mosaics, thin clay bricks or marble - yet even he
admitted that the end product was hard and aesthetically cold,
Nevertheless they created buildings and monuments which survived
3

the collapse of their civilization and some of these became
the models of such buildings as St. Pauls, The Royal High School
Edinburgh, the Academy and National Gallery in Edinburgh,
St, Martins in the Fields, Marble Arch and the Arc de Triumph,
the Portico of this building and were, at least, the inspiration
of our own De Montfort Hall.
Because the Romans built with huge blocks of stone they
were, in this respect more akin to the Egyptians than to the
Greeks - great masses of masonry formed abutments to carry the
vaults over the Great Baths or the tiered arches of the amphitheatres like the Colosseum and provided the 20 ft thick walls
to carry the dome over the Pantheon.
Thus the classical orders or columns ceased to be elements
of structure and became mere decoration as in the Colosseum
with each of the three main orders applied to embellish the load
bearing brick arches - one order for each of the tiers.
It is interesting to see how, if the Colosseum is opened out
and flattened, how greatly it influenced J.C. Rochead when in
1855 he designed Grosvenor Terrace in Glasgow.
When Rome and her Empire fell victim to their own dissipation
and self indulgence, she left behind ruins from which, the local
people - and those from elsewhere, found a rich and easily worked
quarry with the result that they were able to build the one thing
of importance in their lives at that time - their Church, with
great ease - what indeed could be simpler than chopping off one
of the two apses from the plan of a Roman Basilica - borrow ready
made columns and capitals - what did it matter if they didn't
fit? - an additional stone at the top or bottom soon remedied that.
But into this period of architectural gloom came a great
beam of light - from the East - from the old Greek colony
Byzantium to which in 324 Constantine had transferred the Capital,
Byzantine architecture is largely concentrated upon the application
of and exploitation of one idea in one great building - the idea? the dome - the building Sante Sophia. The concept of a dome wa~ by
no means original as we have seen, but when used by the Romans it
sat upon a circular or polygonal plan - but at Sante Sophia the
notion was to sit the dome over a huge cube - a great problem
until someone had the bright idea of shaving off the top corners
of the cube and gently curving the residual shape to form a circle
ready to receive the dome - exciting in itself but made more
dramatic and structurally expressive by transferring the thrust
of the dome, not into massive walls as in the Pantheon, but
through a series of half domes. A huge cubic space enclosed by
sweeping curved planes - the first building to illustrate the
proposition of the Chinese Philosopher Lao-Tse that "the reality
of a building consists, not in the walls and the roof, but in
the space which they contain".
Byzantine architecture, however, never really "took off" in
Western Europe, though the Victorians vulgarized many of its
features - but in AD 622 (85 years after Sante Sophia) Mahomets
4

Hegira sparked off a religious and social upheaval which must
rank as one of great historic significance and influence. His
fearsome followers swept across North Africa - Sicily - Spain
and into India - and took with them a hybrid architecture which
"borrowed" from the multicoloured buildings of Egypt and from
the arches and domes of Byzantium. They were small of scale
and elementary of structure and were surprisingly "lady-like"
and "pretty" considering the belligerent masculinity of their
builders and in AD 786 built at Cordoba a mosque of such
exquisite materials and intriguing geometry that it is still
hailed as one of Spain's outstanding buildings.
Western Europe's civilization was at this time at "low
water mark" but the tide began to turn and to bring with it a
new architecture which was in no sense dependent upon what had
happened before - and it started in Normandy!
Now this in itself
is quite extraordinary for one would scarcely attribute to these
tough hairy men of action the desire to build with a view to a
permanence that borders on eternity - yet they did. The Norman
builders had no architectural precedents - they had no concern
for refined design. They were merely concerned with the structure the bones of the building and the invention of the ribbed vault
introduced refinement.
Hitherto roofs had been of timber, usually triangular in
shape, but these Normans conceived the notion of stone-ribbed
vaults which transmitted the loads down the ribs of the four
corners of each bay and thus removed the load from the walls
and, therefore, allowing bigger and more frequent windows.
With great logic these ribs were carried down the columns which
then ceased to be the huge, heavy, seemingly monolithic
cylinders and became a cluster of shafts.
From the ribbed vault came what is popularly considered to
be the rudimentary characteristic of Gothic architecture. The
ribs which formed the diagonals of each bay were, of necessity,
longer than those at the sides and whilst it was possible to
stilt those at the sides, it was found better to make the
diagonals semi-circular arches and to compensate for their
greater length by forming the side ribs or arches with a point.
Durham Cathedral is surely one of the finest examples of this
important step (Plate 2).
It was, however, the French who exploited this step by
applying this system of vaulting to roof the whole building but to do this the loads of the higher vault had to be transmitted
without resorting to vast heavy buttressing walls. The solution
was found in the "flying buttress" - a delicate arch as high as
the vault itself-and stabilized by the additional weight of a
pinnacle (Plate 3).
As a result the whole building became a "diagram of forces"
which expressed the complete skeleton seen to provide the load
absorbing framework.
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The development of French Gothic produced such superb
architecture as the west front of Rheims, its interior with
its magnificent rose window and the splendid flying buttresses
at the east end, and the neat, compact Notre Dame in Paris
but there were casualties on the way - Beauvais Cathedral,
the tallest of all, collapsed, was rebuilt, collapsed and
today is still incomplete and stands tenuously and to the
continued surprise of many.
The English, however, seemed to concentrate upon the
perfection of detail, such as vaulting, so logical a solution
to a structural problem and so overtly and honestly expressed
was developed by the addition of more and more ribs which
produced a network within which the structural logic was lost
and which ultimately became a highly decorative cone or fan
which "sprouted" from the head of the column. Similarly,
and over a considerable period, windows were developed:
stone
tracery was introduced at first strictly geometrical (Early
English) then, rather like branches of a tree, in gentle curves
springing from one another (Decorated) and then they were
moderated again, but now over a much greater area, into a mesh
of vertical and horizontal ribs (Perpendicular).
Whilst all this was going on, as Lord Esher reminds us:
"They tried a great variety of west fronts of which Salisbury
is perhaps the ugliest, Wells the most beautiful, Lincoln the
naughtiest and Peterborough the strongest, before settling down
with the simple triangles of Winchester .... "
It is perhaps worth noting that the west elevation of
Peterborough is some 170 years younger than the remainder of
the cathedral and that in Gloucester a vast "ultra-modern window
wall", the largest Perpendicular window in England - 38 ft wide
and 72 ft high, was added some 200 years after the original
building was erected.
So we could continue a detailed analysis of Gothic
architecture but tonight suffice it to say that ultimately it
exhausted itself with over-elaboration which conceals the
honesty of its concept - yet its features are to be found in
such gems as Ruskins beloved Doge's Palace; Ca' d'Oro;
Palazzo Dario - which Ruskin complained in 1851 "is about to fall
into the canal" an opinion confirmed by J. G. Links in 1984.
And, of course, we haven't mentioned the countless parish churches,
nor the splendid country houses like Compton Wynyates. Surely
a great era of architecture.
But seemingly inevitably our attention is again drawn to
Italy where the real philosophy of the Gothic style had never
taken over but from which "bits" had been abstracted and applied
as largely inconsequential decorative detail and where there had
been surprisingly little development in architecture for some
400 years.
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But in Florence there was in the 15th century a reawakening
which pervaded the whole of the intelligensia - poets, painters,
sculptors, scholars of all types, scientists, mathematicians,
astronomers, architects, each and all sought to contribute to
the search for the perfect understanding of life under an
acknowledged Diety. None felt bound by the constraints of his
own discipline for this "renaissance" had imbued them, for
reasons which the most diligent researchers have still failed
to explain, with a confidence that "the world was their oyster"
and from it men of genius produced astonishing pearls.
Architecturally,one of the extraordinary characteristics is
that structure was of little moment. In their search for the
exuberant, individualism and freedom of expression held sway and
can be seen in the Early Florentine Renaissance Churches of
Brunelleschi or the Palaces of Michelazzo or the deeply rusticated
stonework and unorthodox fenestration of Florence's Strozzi
Palace.
Then onto the scene came Leone Battista Alberti - described
as "a brilliant athlete and conversationist, writer and
composer, learned in physics and mathematics, an expert in law
and the first dilettante architect of the Renaissance and first
theorist of the new humanist art". His treatise on architecture,
begun in the 1440's, is the work of a theorist - a scholar.
Beauty, he defines as "the harmony and concord of all the parts
achieved in such a manner that nothing could be added no taken
away, nor altered except for the worse", Mathematically
calculated proportions and "the correct use of the orders" were
his obsession, even though, to him, the orders were an item of
decoration and not of structure.
Alberti's theories and idealism were superbly extended and
applied by Bramante in Milan, Lombardy and later in Rome to which
he fled with Leonardo de Vinci when Milan was invaded by the
French in 1499, and whose magnificent plan for St. Peters was
the ultimate expression of all the researches into centralized
churches.
Rome for the first few years of the 15th century took over
from Florence, but during the following 150 years there followed
a period of exciting and significant experiment:
Firstly, Orthodox Roman: Detailed research and reappraisal
of the works of Vitruvius by two scholars - Palladio, a one time
apprentice stone mason in Vicenzo, and Serlio - trained as a
painter. They produced not only textbooks of undisputed authority
but a whole mass of buildings - Churches and opulent houses which
expressed all that they had written.
Secondly, Mannerist: At a time of intense intellectual and
artistic activity, it would be fatuous to have expected that
highly individualistic geniuses like, for example Michelangelo,
would be content to conform with the rigid rules of their ancient
and far less imaginative ancestors. No,they did all sorts of
7

naughty things;
they made a nonsense of the orders by placing
them in whimsical positions - by slicing them horizontally with
deep rustications or twisting them like a piece of rope - by
doing outrageous things to window surrounds etc. all of which
demanded a thorough and complete knowledge of the rules in order
that their own inspiration could break them.
Thirdly, Baroque: A natural progression from the Mannerist,
an expression of impatience with the inhibiting rules of
Vitruvius and equally with the self-indulgent fun of breaking
them,
Instead they saw new possibilities in perspective, invented
by Brunellesco and so superbly applied in the doors of the
Baptistry in Florence, together with a realization that walls
need not be straight or mere arcs of a circle but could be free
flowing and as graceful as those used by Sculptors. It is
interesting to note that the setting out of such curves and
the form of vaulting or roofing over would have been impossible
but for the nearly contemporary discovery of Calculus by Newton
and Leibnitz. It is equally interesting to note that the maestro
of Italian Baroque, Bernini was a sculptor yet he was as concerned
with the shapes contained as with the form of that which did the
containing.
Of Bernini's work the most famous is surely the huge
impressive colonade which embraces the Piazza outside St. Peter's
in Rome and uses the divergence of setting out lines to create an
inversion of perspective which concentrates attention upon the
great West Front of the Cathedral,
I make no apology for not saying more the Cathedral itself
which is of such importance but so vast is the building, so
numerous the architects involved, so ingenious the application
of "new" techniques to the solution of structural problems that
an address exclusively on this one building could not do it
justice.
Momentarily, therefore, back to Roman Baroque which influenced
architecture over much of Europe, including Venice. J. G. Links,
who you will recall, stood here some two years ago and gave a
superb paper on "The Queen's Canalettos", recorded in his wonderful
guide to Venice:
"On our left is, as Ruskin described it, the
frightful facade of San Moise, one of the basest examples of the
basest school of the Renaissance". Links goes on, in his
whimsical way "We may wonder how Moses came to be canonised but
my book of saints is silent on the subject but he is by no means
the only Jewish saint with a Church in Venice. He has Jeremiah,
Job, Zaccariah and Samuel to keep him company",
Whether one shares Ruskin• s views upon San Moise or not it must
be acknowledged that the Baroque was primarily theatrical Kenneth Clark described it as "religious architecture expressing
G

the emotional aspirations of the Catholic Church". It was an
architectural contribution to the Counter Reformation endeavours
which sought to bring all back to the Mass.
So it is reasonable that we return north, whence came the
Reformation and see what was happening there.
The 16th century found France and England each self-confident
and with no interest in copying the new Roman modes. Yet Italian
workmen were imported to decorate their new country houses, all
too frequently without the slightest understanding of the "modern
design" as conceived in Italy. The appearance of these great

Houses in both countries,for the first time moved the architectural
centre from the Church to the House, which became the architectural
pace setter for the impetuous, new merchant class whose wealth so
greatly increased as a result of the tremendous expansion of
International Trade. 'rhe result was a somewhat bizarre collection
of self indulgent flights of fancy. Some, elaborate half-timbered
displaying the traditional skills of master carpenters, others
like Burghley and Wollaton were embellished with whimsical and
fanciful details which produced silhouettes of fairy tale charm
whilst Longleat and Hatfield displayed a discipline somewhat out
of character.
This was the self indulgent merry go round which preceeded the
advent of the Rule of Taste.
In Germany meanwhile, outstanding designers such as Neumann
went quite mad with their development of Borromini•s waving walls
and inter-relationship of spaces and quite brilliant colourful
decoration, the ultimate in Baroque.
In England the rigid Roman requirements defined by Palladio
had already been adopted and applied by one outstanding man Inigo Jones, designer of Wilton House, Queens House and Royal Hospital
at Greenwich. Of him James Lees-Milne wrote:
"He had the painstaking , syntactical temperament of the artist, a gift he shared
with Milton and he performed a similar service for architecture
as did Milton for the English language and in his own we have a
forewarning of the severely grand, minatory and organ note of
Milton's poetry". Much of his work remained obscured for many
years, some is still obscured by less enlightening buildings,
but then came the Civil War - the Commonwealth - the Restoration a period of fantastic scientific, technical and artistic invention
and development - and, of course, the Great Fire of Lor.don, which
Pepys described as:
"a most horrid, malicious, bloody flame the Churches, houses and all on fire and flaming at once, and a
horrid noise the flames made and the cracking of houses at their
ruin - So home with a sad heart". Many, like Pepys, were sad at
heart but the Great Fire offered an opportunity, not in fact
fully grasped by the architectural men of the moment.
Amongst these, of course, was Christopher Wren, who, with
his mathematical brilliance and perceptive mind, and in spite of
9

having travelled widely in France, turned to Italy, which he
had never visited, for inspiration. One has only to glance at
the dome of St. Paul's to be reminded of Bramante or at the
West front to recall Borromin~. Indeed, with the exception of
his extension to the early 16th century Hampton Court Palace
(a "modern extension" to a well loved friend) all Wren's work
displays Italian influence whilst his successors - Archer,
Vanburgh and Hawkesmoor, one time clerk to Wren, had their own
version of the Baroque which lacked the slightly soft lines of
Southern Europe and stood, in some cases, almost monstrously
monumental masses of masonry, basically Roman but lacking the
refined yet superficial details so dear to Wren (Plate 4).
At this point, as
by Alan Clifton-Taylor
under Lord Burlington,
led the promotion of a

those who watched that splendid TV series
will recall, we find the young Whigs,
exerting their influence and William Kent
"return to Inigo Jones".

And so Taste was established by the upper echelons of the
ruling class.
The new London had been built without a thought for the new
planning possibilities presented by the Great Fire - the same
street plan but with brick houses with placid sash windows still
to be seen in the Inn's of Court and Queen Anne's Gate.
Provincial towns followed suit - new fronts were added to honest
vernicular buildings. Great terraces and squares were built
creating superb outdoor rooms, not peculiar to this country,
for much earlier had appeared the Piazza San Marco which was
described by Napolean as "the finest drawing room in Europe".
But in this country it was new and the way of accommodating the
middle classes.
The new Town of Edinburgh - designed in 1766 by a 22 year
old architect James Craig, includes in Charlotte Square a terrace
by Robert Adams, a man much extolled yet described by C.R.
Cockerall in 1821 as:
"one whose success arose chiefly from
his knowledge of detail and his minute and elaborate taste but he was not an artist of any force nor of very sound judgement he began with details and adapted them to the necessary lines.
I am sure his ideas assembled in ornament and decorations - his
plans are a labyrinth - in the obvious and palpable disposition
of the house your way is never direct, sometimes sideways like
a crab, sometimes through alcove or corner you come into a
magnificent room - but you know not how".
Those who have
visited the National Trust House at No. 7 will be compelled
to agree with Cockerall.
The great sweeping curves of Wood's Landsdowne Terrace at
Bath and subsequently Nash's girdle round Regents Park in London
were surely the perfection of this movement within which geometry
was the, piper that called the tune (Plate 5).
Yet there peeped through and then emerged a period of
Romanticism, in literature and music as well as in architecture.

It was a time of flippant good fun, Nash's Brighton Pavilion
and a whole multitude of pseudo Moorish, Greek, Egyptian and
Gothic houses, like Horace Walpole's Strawberry Hill, and
carefully constructed ruins or follies.
It was a time of the
picturesque, the propriety of which was questioned by Soane but
he did not receive great support and as Lord Esherexpresses it:
"Architecture settled into the dry and pompous new Greek of the
French Empire - and the cut price but often charming British
equivalent that we now call Regency".
But then followed the birth of a movement sired in no small
measure by writers and poets - the Gothic Revival. In much the
same way that Alberti influenced the Early Renaissance so
August Welby Pugin, who within the 40 years of his life acquired
such a depth of knowledge of, and so vigorously propagated the
real spirit of Gothic Architecture, inspired this tremendous
movement. At a recent exhibition at the RIBA his original
drawing of the elevation of the Ho1Ees of Parliament - elevations
applied to Barry's plan, was to be seen. It is a mere 15 inches
long and by unbelievable draughtsmanship depicts every buttress,
every tiny window, the various planes of the building and, above
all, the depth of his convictions.
Through the High Church Oxford Movement, Churches were
built, extended or rebuilt in Decorated rather than the 'debased'
Perpendicular style.
Pugin alone built over 65 churches whilst
his contemporary Gilbert Scott was concerned with 39 Cathedrals
and 476 Churches - perhaps the first "mass production" architect?!
This movement, like those of previous centuries produced
the rebels against rigid conformity - Mannerism reappeared Butterfield, for example, seemed to become obsessed with
horizontal bands of contrasting brickwork and produced a
"streaky bacon style" as at Keeble College, Oxford.
Earnest though these men were and great their aspirations,
they differed from the giants of the Renaissance for they failed
to realize that whereas the Roman detail was specific and could,
therefore, be copied with accuracy and ease, real Gothic
Architecture was the product of individual craftsmen and did not
lend itself to their production line system.
So the arguments went on and whilst country gentlemen erected
their mansions in a variety of styles - men like Street, Scott,
and Waterhouse built impressive and elaborate Clubs, Hotels,
Schools, Universities and Town Halls, the Toms, Dicks and Harrys
with their families writhed in the teeming slums and factories
of rapidly expanding industrial centres.
It was a time of incredible engineering invention, yet there
was no architecture which was not retrospective. A speaker at
the Architectural Association in 1847 asked "are we to have an
architecture of our time, a distinct, individual palpable style
of the 19th century?".
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Abraham Darby with his Ironbridge, the world's first cast
iron bridge built in 1779, but jointed as if made of timber,
had opened the door and engineers and industrialists poured
through.
It was the Duke of Devonshire's gardener Joseph Paxton,
an ingenious chap, who, seeing the possibilities of prefabricated
cast iron and glass produced the ephemeral Crystal Palace for
the Great Exhibition of 1851. It released a cascade of both
praise and invective from both architects and art critics.
Pugin was scathing as he described it as "the most monstrous
thing ever imagined". Ruskin was of similar mind and fifty
years later whenever his train approached Sydenham to which the
Palace has been removed from Hyde Park, Max Beerbohm would lower
the blinds.
In an age of iron bridges and railway stations, the usefulness of prefabricated iron structures with the possible huge
spans and increased light could not be ignored and an admirable
example is the colossal Gallery of Machines at the Paris
Exhibition - nearly twice the span of St. Pancras and with no
Gothic facade to hide it.
Even in Glasgow, a commercially successful and materialistic
city little concerned with the esoteric arguments on style, an
architect James Baird used his contacts with the great Glaswegian
Iron Masters and exploited some of the potential of cast iron by
building offices at 36 Jamaica Street or the C'a d'Ora in Union
Street. If that did not give Ruskin apoplexy nothing would.
In no way did these buildings express their structure but merely
reproduced in a new material elevations with which the city was
already familiar.
Paradoxically, at exactly the same time and still in Glasgow,
William Leiper built a new factory for Templetons at a cost of
£20,000, built in brick in a predominately stone city by an
architect who had never before used brickwork, a unique building
and arguably the finest example of decorative brickwork in the
world. Compare it with Leicester's Faire's building, (Plate 6)
contemporary but an incredible excursion into the use of faience.
Returning to cast iron for a moment, one must comment upon
the incredible works of Sullivan in Chicago, for example his
Carson Scott-Pirie offices, still "modern" and of Labrouste
with his Biblioteque National and Eiffel with his Bon March~ and
beloved tower.
Against this background arose the Arts and Crafts movement
headed by William Morris to whom "the true root and basis of all
art lies in the handicrafts" - a superfluous ornament was a
crime.
The Cubist and Futurist movements of the Continent added
their influence in their passionate belief in a new world and
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the creation of a New Architecture. What followed was a brief,
perhaps too brief a period of Art Nouveau within which Viollet
Le Due and Horta in addition to exciting buildings produced
delights in wrought iron.
Here in England, William Lethaby, a dedicated disciple of
Morris, and Philip Webb a teacher and writer of great influence
and Charles Annesley Voysey, son of a parson, produced houses
of elegant simplicity and unique style devoid of stylistic
retrospection. In Scotland Charles Rennie Mackintosh produced
the famous Glasgow School of Art in 1896, and Hill House in 1902.
A man of great vision and immense talent, greatly respected on

the continent, but who had little influence in this country.
It is interesting to look at "White House" in North Avenue
here in Leicester, built one year after Mackintosh's School of
Art by Ernest Gimson who shared many of the ideas propounded by
his Scottish contemporary.
Meanwhile, in Chicago the skyscraper began its ascent Louis Sullivan in partnership with Adler conceived and built
great towers which bewildered the world. Their great and
recorded conviction was that "the main function of architecture
is to embody and express the ideals of the society it serves".
With the Edwardian age in both America and this country
came a period of reaction - even skyscrapers became Gothic but
they emerged again, as at the Rockefeller Centre. But the
portrayal of stability - security and propriety demanded by
Banks, Insurance Companies, Schools and Municipal Buildings
found expression in Neo-Classic idion.
Even Lutyens, who had produced what Lord Esher termed
"homespun buildings of incomparable charm", subsequently led
the way back into Classical Mannerism.
We have, of course, Lutyen's buildings here in Leicester the War Memorial and Lodges and Gates of Victoria Park.
Selfridges was built, Buckingham Palace given a new facade
by Aston Webb in 1915, and all over the country steel frames
were smothered with stone cladding, pilasters and swags of
fossilized flowers and petrified fruit.
But in France the search for the new architecture went on.
Perret had used concrete reinforced with steel bars to absorb
the tensile stresses and the concrete was left naked and
unashamed. Behrens and Gropius built the most impressive
factories since the great mills of Derbyshire and North England.
In America Frank Lloyd-Wright with his crystal clear philosophy
of architecture built houses with free plans and great horizontal
planes with walls of glass which married, in absolute harmony,
the interior and the exterior.
A new concept of space was emerging.
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The builders of

Cathedrals had been concerned with their building in isolation
and how it was constructed, and the Renaissance builders,
particularly the Baroque, were concerned with the shape of their
building, its massing and relationship, from a particular view
point, with others. The laws of perspective, discovered and
applied by painters, provided the guide they needed to shape
their buildings and to site them in the correct pictorial place,
But by the 20th century painters like Picasso and Braque were
portraying people and things from various view points - on the
same canvas thus depicting, at one time what the viewer really
knew to exist. So in architecture the notion that buildings
were mere boxes to be decorated and festooned to suit the fashion
of the time became fatuous.
The great Swiss architect Corbusier produced revolutionary
"modern architecture" free-flowing spaces reaching out into the
garden which became part of his design. "A House is a machine
for living" he insisted - a questional hypothesis for surely,
to be a happy place, a house must become a home.
Nevertheless, Corbusier continued to explore, invent, design
buildings which were and indeed still are controversial but
which will long influence design.
But he was not alone: Mies van der Rohe with Walter Gropius
built the Bauhaus, a new concept of a school of architecture,
which,by the wa-y, became a school for the SS when the Nazis came
to power, but in its more altruistic days set the pace in the
European world of architecture - a school of purists. And so
one man or a school of opinion influenced another who influenced
another, and Corbusier influenced everyone.
Whilst all this excitement was going on across the Channel
poor old England contributed little, I quote: "houses had been
built in endless rows - all identical - dumped down any old how
until they ran into a railway or a canal",
The reaction was sentimental dreaming. Places like Welwyn
and Letchworth were planned and built as "garden cities" but
countryside, so carefully planted and landscaped by men like
Capability Brown and just reaching maturity, were consumed by
a malignant growth of "Eight to the acre" houses and cities were
ignored and left to rot. Only in Paris, and that was in the
time of Napolean III, under the engineer Haussman, had any
attempt been made to relieve traffic congestion and to inject
into the city open spaces - new lungs. Edwardian London, with all
its wealth, produced one new road - Kingsway.
Corbusier suggested that the answer was great tower blocks
set in Parklands - but as residences, tower blocks as built in
this country are not the answer - yet an answer must be found.
The development of new materials, new techniques, and an
appreciation of the problems which our current mode of living
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and working have generated, the advent of the microchip and
the resultant computers are all characteristics of our time
and can be and are being applied to some of our buildings many are and will remain controversial but they are "of our
time" and reflect the same honest resolution of the problems
of structure and spatial relationships which produced Gothic
Cathedrals, Sante Sophia, the Crystal Palace, etc.
The use of reinforced concrete was developed by many
great engineers and architects, for example: Sir Owen Williams
who in 1932 produced an amazing factory for "Boots" at Beeston,
Pier Nervi with some incredible structures such as his Palace
of Sport in Rome, Denys Lasdun with his National Theatre in
London and his Charles Wilson building at our own University.
Sydney Opera House conceived by Utzon the architect as a
shell concrete building was ultimately produced in all its
sculpturesque magnificence because a super-sophisticated computer
was capable of completing structural calculations which, it is
estimated, would have taken a human several thousand years to
perform. And what a superb example of grace and elegance!
The application of the computer to the speedy resolution
of structures, to the solution of plan form, to the efficient use
of and conservation of energy and the actual production of
drawings has produced the so called High technology buildings
of which, from our own University, the Engineering Building,
by Stirling and Gowan, is arguably the forerunner.
It is a hybrid
of "ancient and modern" for in it the retention of quite clearly
defined areas and volumes, each designed to fulfil a specific
function is Victorian - whilst the method of construction is
bold, unique, perhaps somewhat irrational but certainly poetic.
Since then High Tech has produced some outstanding buildings
amongst which must rank Norman Foster's Sainsbury Centre,
described by Peter Buchanan, the architectural critic, as "an
exquisite latter day Parthenon".
The Pompidou Centre in Paris with the "skeleton" and services
exposed in outrageous self confidence, but those who have visited
it found interior spaces of immense volume, each flowing into
another and completely free of the interruptions which a more
conventional building would, of necessity, incorporate.
By the same architect, Richard Rogers, the INMOS factory,
demanding again great open spaces to house, in almost antiseptic
conditions, facilities for the production of microchip wafers
and all within a seemingly impossibly short time:
a most
ingenious solution to a most difficult problem.
Lloyd's new building in London, also by Richard Rogers, is
another example of an exquisitely detailed structure housing a
rational and well resolved answer to usable space and circulation
space on a difficult site.
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Similarly, and on the opposite side of the world, there
is Norman Foster's Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank Head Offices
in Hong Kong, a truly incredible structure - a tribute to
modern technology, modern environmental control, inter-relationship of spaces, the application of skills equally as great, if
quite different from those of the traditional master carpenters
and bricklayers, and built in an unbelievably short time. The
first phase, now nearing completion, will cost approximately
£445 Million and work upon the erection of the building
commenced in January 1983, a mere 32 months ago. Such a
programme would have been inconceivable a few years ago(Plate 7).
So,Ladies and Gentlemen, from stone croft and mud huts to
the Technological wizardry and super•sophisticated Hong Kong
Bank,architecture continues to evolve, adding to, creating our
towns and cities, but let us remember that it has been said:
"Towns and cities are a product of time. They are the moulds
in which men's lifetimes have cooled and congealed giving
lasting shape, by way of Art to moments that would otherwise
vanish".
Society ultimately produces the architecture of its time
and when, with a few exceptions, expediency and economy are the
brief, when people, who are the raison d'etre of architecture
are left out of the equation, and priorities(Pl.8) are questionably
allocated, I am compelled to add the second line to the original
quotation and ask:
"Oh Mistress mine - where are you roaming?"
L.Lloyd-Smith, J.P., Dip.Arch (Nottm), FRIBA.
16 Higher Green,
Great Glen,
Leicester LES OGE
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LOBBYING FOR THE PRESS
David Newell
Leicester Mercury lecture delivered on December 2nd, 1985
What does the word lobby mean? It generally means a porch,
ante-room or entrance hall.
It can mean one of two corridors
through which Members of Parliament retire to vote.
It is
also used as a term to apply to certain correspondents - lobby
correspondents - a particular brand of journalists who, having
entered into an unholy alliance with politicians, proceed to
inform their readers about goings on at Westminster.
The verb "to lobby" means to influence the passage of
legislation by frequently interviewing and soliciting members
of the legislature and their votes. Professor S. E. Finer
defined the lobby in 'Anonymous Empire' as "the sum of
organisations insofar as they are occupied at any point in
time trying to influence the policy of public bodies in their
chosen direction, though never themselves prepared to undertake
the direct government of the country".
In the United States
the professional business of influencing politicians, civil
servants and other decision makers is in part the product of
the guarantee contained within the First Amendment to the US
Constitution which enshrines "the right to petition the
government for the redress of grievances". There are, it is
estimated 1 around 15,000 professional lobbyists in Washington.
Lobbying in Washington takes place against a background in
which Senators and Members of the House of the Representatives
each have staffs of over 30 persons.
Congressmen receive
around 400,000 items of mail per person per year. The conduct
of members of Congress is regulated by ethics committees with
broad powers. Elected officials must make public a disclosure
of their financial assets, stating all sources and amounts of
their income.
Statements are given under oath and are subject
to the criminal penalties of perjury and prosecution if they
are false.
Elections take place in a context in which i.t costs
a minimum of between 150,000 and one and a half million dollars
to be elected to Congress.
Lobbyists in the States are subject to detailed requirements cont,,"ined within severc1l acts of Congress. These ~"equire
anybody soliciting, collecting or expending money to promote a
candidate to register and there is an intricate system of
disclosure required of lobbyists particularly in connection with
payments made to politicians. Regulation is at its most zealous
where a person's principal purpose is to influence legislation.
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A person is not required to register where performing
"legislative liaison" work or providing public informc1tion to
clients. The distinction between "liaising" and "influencing"
is obviously a very delicate one.
1 assume here that lobbying is primarily practised by three
types of organisation:
Pressure Groups:
Single issue campaigns designed to achieve
specific goals: e.g. CND, Campaign for Freedom of Information.
Interest Groups: Trade Unions, trade associations and professional
associations:
e.g. the Newspaper Society, Guild of British
Newspaper Editors, Law Society.
Voluntary Organisations:
Social, charity and religious
organisations: e.g. War on Want, the Methodist Church.
Various groups may combine on specific campaigns, e.g. in
the run up to the last Budget the campaign against the introduction
of VAT on the cover price of books, magazines and newspapers was
a single issue campaign co-ordinated in part by the National Book
Committee - a pressure group.
It was supported by a number of
disparate organisations - interest groups (Newspaper Society and
Publishers' Associatio~ and voluntary organisations (charities
and educational bodies). This alliance was assisted by the new
breed of lobbyists. The National Book Committee engaged the
services of a professional organisation and the periodical
industry engaged the services of a public relations consultancy
which has as its "frontman° a conservative Member of Parliament~

Lurking in the wings were various advertising and public relations
agencies whjch designed promotional literature and arranged
various media events for the National Book Committee. The total
cost of the campaign must have been in the order of half a million
pounds. This does not take, into account the efforts of many
volunteers and fixed costs of the various trade associations and
voluntary associations which were connected with the campaign.
The targets in such a campaign are not just the politicians
but also the Civil Servants, the media and public opinion.
Considerable thought needs to be given to ensure that too much
effort ls not expended on politicia~s at the expense of their
professional advisers and the Civil Service.
To obtai~ the pub~ic

support from a politician for any cause is relatively easy
to secure the professional support of an influential civil
for any cause is relatively difficult. Many lobbyists put
much ~mph 1sis on Parliamentary receptions and the like and

but
servant
too

not
Pr:ough On_ cul+~ivating professional contrccts with t;FT\rernrnt=:nt
deparLments ctnd ~:;ubmitti-1:g well-reasoned briefs to the appropriat2
pe~son dt the appropriate time.

i,i[F.1. t-. 0£ tll.E· new style professionaJ lobbyists in bri tain?
c1bvio1---1.sly they 1;pe.rcJ..te in an envircriment 1,.1hicl1 i.s c:ifferent: frcm
the 1Jr1~ted States.
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There are around 40 government affairs consultancies in
Britain with a total fee income of about £4.5 million.
There
are also a number of one man bands and a growth of public
relations companies with public affairs/lobbying units. Many
practitioners are ex MPs, political advisers, lobby correspondents,
some are lawyers.
In addition there are more than 140 back bench
members of Parliament who are involved in some 400 consultancies
and other businesses. Many relate to trade or industry groups
or the like.
It would come as a surprise to many of the
electorate just how easy it is to buy the consultancy services
of an MP and how obvious some MPs are in offering their services.
The range of consultancies of some MPs is vast.
How do we know of the directorships and other interests of
Members of Parliament? We do not know the extent of their
income from outside interests but we can obtain some information
from the Register of Members' Interests which is published early
each year by HMSO in pursuance of resolutions of the House of
Commons made in 1974 and 1975. The purpose of the Register is
to provide information of any pecuniary interest or other material
benefit which a Member may receive which might be thought to
affect his conduct as a member or influence his actions, speeches
or note in Parliament.
The scope of the Register, devised by a Select Committee
and adopted by the House, seeks to balance, on the one hand,
what should be publicly known about Members of Parliament with,
on the other, the proper degree of privacy to which they and
their families are entitled. "rhey are not required to disclose
the amount uf any remuneration or benefit they may have, nor the
interests of spouses or children, except in certain circumstances
relating to shareholdings.
The nine specific classifications under which Members have
been required to register their interests are:
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6}
7)
8)
9)

remunerated directorships of companies
remunerated employments or offices
remunerated trades, professions or vocations
the names of clients when the interests include personal
services by the Member which arise out of or are related
in any manner to his membership of the House.
financial sponsorships
overseas visits arising out of membership of the House
any Fayments or smy material benefits or advantages
received from or on behalf of foreign Governments,
organisations or persons.
2-and and property of substantial valL1e or from whi eh c1
substantial income is derived.
tr:e names of companies or other bodies in which a Membe2
has,

to his tffiowledge, either himself or with or or:

behAlf of his spouse or infant children, a beneficLal
interest in shareholdings of a nominal value greater

than one-hundreth of the issued share capital.
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The registering of interests is additional to, and in no
way a replacement of, the requirement on Members to declare
their interests when they speak in debate.
The Register makes interesting reading and shows the
extent to which Members of Parliament supplement their
parliamentary incomes by acting as professional lobbyists
for various organisations, There is cause for concern that
Members of Parliament with their typical staff of a secretary
and half a research assistant if they are lucky, are illequipped to resist the blandishments of lobbyists.
It is difficult to argue that Members of Parliament should
not be paid spokespersons of interest groups. Where would
curbs stop? Would Members of Parliament no longer be able to
practice their chosen professions - the law, accountancy,
banking, commerce and the like? Would they have to cease
their journalistic and broadcasting activities? Members of
Parliament who had been professional lobbyists before becoming
MPs would be at a disadvantage with their colleagues if they
and no one else had to give up their chosen career and clients.
My concern is that Members of Parliament, working as they
do with little research and administrative back up, have
intolerable pressures on them: Constituency - Parliamentary Party and Financial. They are bombarded by correspondence by
all sorts of people, Much of it never gets read if it is in
circular or photocopied form.
It is often weeded out before
an MP ever claps eyes on it.
There must be a chance that if an MP is paid a fee by an
organisation to look after its parliamentary and related interests
it will get an Al service.
The Parliamentary Select Committee on Members' interests
in 1985 produced a report which considered "what classes of
person (if any) other than Members ought to be required to
register, and to make recommendations upon these and other
matters which are relevant", The Committee asserted that "the
principle of lobbying is not in question. It is the right of
any citizen to lobby his MP and if he considers that his case
can be better advanced with professional assistance he has every
right to avail himself of that assistance".
The report decided that there should not be a Register of
Parliamentary lobbyists. Why?
1,

The difficulty of defining professional lobbyists.
be hard to decide who should register.

2.

A desire not to single out MPs with professional parliamentary or governmental lobbying interests in a way which would
require them to disclose their interests in a fuller way
than MPs with other professional interests,
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It would

The Select Committee made recommendations that lobby
journalists should be required to disclose not only the
employment for which they received their pass, but also any
other paid occupation or employment they have which is aided
by their privileged access to Parliament. Similar registration
should be required for secretaries and research assistants of
MPs where they pursue other occupations which are aided by
their pass. This last recommendation is significant. Many
professional lobbyists gain entry to Westminster facilities
by providing research services to MPs. They also act for
their lobbying clients at the same time.

Some professional lobbyists believe there should be further
curbs. Charles Miller, Managing Director of Sallingbury Ltd
(a government affairs Consultancy) who is co-author of a Bow
Group paper entitled "Lobbyists - Public Service or Expensive
Sham?" found that:
Despite the difficulties of fairly controlling lobbyists
and despite our finding of a clean ethical bill of health for
the bulk of the industry, too much concern has been expressed
for them not to have to submit to some agreed control. At the
same time, we must bear in mind that in our society it is not
considered acceptable to put a bolt on the doors of the Lobby.
He recommended:
1.

That the Clerk to the Select Committee on Members' Interests,
given that the vast majority of lobbyists almost exclusively
target MPs, should keep a voluntary list of consultants
prepared to sign an undertaking that they hold themselves
out as possessing professional expertise.

2.

That a joint committee of consultants, MPs and officials
draws up an acceptable system of professional vetting for
lobbyists and that the resulting qualification of Licensed
Government Affairs Adviser should be recognised officially.

3.

It should be compulsory that MPs with consultancy companies
of their own in this field should have to list all clients,
and the work done on their behalf, in the Register of
Members' Interests.

4.

There should be speedier and easier access to public
institutions and documents to curtail the abuse of
parliamentary passes, often under the fiction of becoming
a 'researcher' to a Member.

It is easy to overemphasise the significance of the possible
reforms. Rules and regulations have not necessarily made the
relationship between politicians and lobbyists more 'clean' or
ethical in the States. I believe the essential problem in the
UK relates to the lack of resources available to MPs. The well
written brief, the tailor-made speech, the cleverly drafted
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parliamentary question or early day motion must be very
tempting when dangled in front of the hands of a hard pressed
MP without the research and administrative back up of his
American counterpart. As the lobbying business grows consideration needs to be given to increasing the financial allowances
given to our MPs and the enlarging House of Commons research
staff.
I have tried to give you an overview of lobbying and have
raised some of the issues which are of current concern to
politicians and lobbyists.
I represent two interest groups.
The Pewspaper Society and the Guild of British Editors.
I
should say that, in carrying out lobbying functions, the
Newspaper Society and the Guild have one trump card:
the
desire by local MPs to maintain a close relationship with their
papers. They are hardly likely to ignore requests for meetings
or to rebuff calls for support.
I have already referred to the campaign mounted in 1985
by the publishing industry to ensure that VAT was not imposed
on the sales price of newspapers, periodicals and books. The
campaign succeeded in its task to a very large extent by
reason of the professional briefings given to politicians and
civil servants both in London and in MPs own Constituencies.
Independently commissioned research was undertaken by Price
Waterhouse and examined the likely impact of imposing VAT on the
cover prices of a representative sample of local and regional
papers in terms of loss of jobs and of titles.
A new pressure to impose a positive rate of VAT on
publication prices comes from the EEC which wishes to harmonise
the varying rates in the EEC. The Newspaper Society and the
Association of Publishers in the European Community are currently
trying to persuade the EEC to introduce a directive harmonising
VAT at a zero-rate on newspaper cover prices. The following
rates illustrate the difficult task the newspaper industry faces
in this respect.
Country

EEC % VAT RATES FOR NEWSPAPERS
Advertisements
Newspapers

Belgium
Denmark
France
German Federal
Rebublic
Ireland
(Republic of)
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
U.K.
N.B.

0
0
2.1

Standard Rates

19
22
18. 6

19
22
18.6

7

14

14

10
0
6
5
0

23
18
6
5
15

23
18
12
19
15

Greece, Portugal and Spain do not impose sales tax on
Newspapers.
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The European Commission is committed to the principle of
fiscal harmony in member states. At present the rates of VAT
applied in member states vary significantly. The extent of
these variations is likely to increase with the admission of
Spain and Portugal to the EEC. The Commission's recently
published White Paper entitled "Completing the Internal Market"
(Com.(85) 310 Final June 1985) demonstrates the Commission's
desire to remove fiscal barriers within the EEC and to harmonise
VAT rates.
EEC countries, which currently apply zero rate or a reduced
rate of VAT to newspapers, do so by virtue of an exemption
which exists within the Sixth EEC VAT Directive of 17th May 1977.
This provides that zero ratings in force on 31st December 1975
may be retained in so far as they are applied "for clearly
defined social reasons and for the benefit of the final consumer".
The Commission has never disputed that newspaper cover prices
come within this exemption, but the Sixth Directive envisages
that the current regime in which no EEC member state applies
its full standard rate of VAT to newspaper selling prices and
subscription prices may eventually end. Newspapers may thus
become standard rated in all EEC states.
European Newspaper publishers believe that the only way to
prevent higher rates of VAT being imposed on newspaper selling
prices and subscription prices throughout the EEC, is to ensure
that agreement is reached by the Commission and the Council of
Ministers, that newspapers selling prices should be zero-rated
for VAT purposes in all member states.
Meetings are therefore being sought with Lord Cockfield
and relevant members of the European Parliament which is currently
considering the EEC White Paper.
Considerable concern currently exists within the newspaper
industry about the relationship between newspaper and the
broadcasting media. All the media compete for audiences and
advertisers - often on an unfair basis. The establishment of
the Peacock Committee to inquire into the future funding of the
BBC has afforded the Newspaper Society with an opportunity to
assemble evidence which deals with the likely impact of the
acceptance of advertising on the BBC on newspapers. The Society's
evidence is primarily based on predictions from an independent
economist and from Price Waterhouse. The research shows that
there are several possible options for part-funding the BBC,
each option having varying effects on the amount of revenue
potentially to be generated by the BBC and on the level of
advertising revenue loss to other media.
All losses of advertising revenue to other media would come
directly out of profits, as there would be no cost saving benefits
accruing. For many media, most of the possible funding options
would have catastrophic effects on profitability and therefore
viability.
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There exists no way for the BBC wholly to be funded by
accepting advertising, although all options involving
advertising on television would more than prevent the licence
fee from rising. Advertising on radio only would, depending
on the option, either not be sufficient to stop the licence
fee rising or would be on the margin.
If
overall
The BBC
million
million
posters

all BBC TV and radio were to accept advertising,
advertising expenditure would drop by £250 million.
would gain £400 million, as against losses of £40
for regional newspapers, £525 million for ITV, £25
to TV-am, £70 million for ILR and £15 million for
and cinema.

The loss of £40 million for the regional press would amount
to a drop of 4% in advertisement revenue and this is estimated
by Price Waterhouse to be likely to lead to a loss of 46% in
the profitability of the regional press, a loss of 1,500 - 2,000
jobs and the possible loss of some regional dailies.
Our evidence argues that there is a need for the legislative
assumptions upon which broadcasting has been based to be reviewed.
The 'public interest', as applied to broadcasting, has in the
past been interpreted by governments as requiring that newspapers
should be precluded from having a significant involvement in the
development of commercial broadcasting. The changes in the nature
of the media mean that it is no longer the case that regional
and local newspapers in particular should be regarded as
monopolies in their areas of circulation.
The Broadcasting Act 1981 which governs both commercial
television and radio has created broadcasting monopolies operating
for advertisement revenue on an unfair basis. Whilst the ability
of newspaper companies to diversify into the broadcasting field
is limited by the Broadcasting Act 1981 and the discretion
exercised by the IBA under that Act, no similar statutory
limitation is placed on the commercial publishing activities
of broadcasting companies,
Newspaper companies wish to be able to compete freely and
fairly with other media. They fear that the introduction of
advertising on the BBC may lead to additional unfair competition
for advertisement revenue between newspaper and broadcasting
companies. If the BBC is to be allowed to accept advertising,
it will do so from a protected base. It will not only have a
licence to broadcast from the government, which newspaper companies
are precluded from obtaining, but will be able to compete for
advertising. The BBC will continue to need to be funded, in part,
by some form of licence fee. This means that there is a danger
that the BBC, cushioned by its licence fee income, would be able
to subsidise its advertising rates. There would be a need to
ensure that if one BBC channel or service is allowed to accept
advertising, it should be constituted as a separate profit centre
to prevent its advertising rates from being subsidised in an
anti-competitive manner.
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The topics I have just selected relate primarily to the
commercial interests of newspapers - I could have chosen other
such examples from the current parliamentary session such as the
Local Government Bill's curbs on local authority advertising
and publicity or the reforms to the Shops Act 1950 including the
Sunday trading laws or the power of the Office of Fair Trading
as from October 1986 to obtain orders in the High Court banning
misleading advertising. All these measures are of some
consequence for the newspaper industry.
Recurring issues crop up which are of particular concern
to editors relating to the freedom of the press:
the Official
Secrets Act 1911 and its possible replacement by Freedom of
Information Act; the effects of the Right to Reply legislation
which has been advocated by the Labour Party; the implications
for journalists of the implementation of the Data Protection Act
1984; the misuses by the courts and other authorities of their
powers to interfere with the full reporting of proceedings; the
impact of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 on the
relationship between journalists and the police,
An example of an area of concern to the Guild of British
Newspaper Editors is the refusal of some magistrates'courts to
disclose the magistrates' names to the press or to the prosecution
or defence. The Guild has campaigned for a number of years to
ensure that magistrates' names are revealed to the press.
Justice must be seen to be done. Magistrates should have no
greater protection from the public than other judicial officials lay or professional,
Why the desire by magistrates not to be named? There is no
significant evidence of magistrates being the victims of abusive
phone calls or violence to their persons or property. There is
little evidence that they fear such violence. May it be more
that magistrates do not like the way in which magistrates'
proceedings are reported or not reported in the press? As one
clerk said to me, "If you could satisfy me that full, fair and
accurate reporting of all cases would take place I would have no
objection to disclosure of the names of adjudicating magistrates
Interest group lobbying - whether it be for the Guild or the
Newspaper Society or any other body - can only be effective
where the group is selective as to the issues it takes on board.
After all, most of such groups suffer many of the same resource
constraints faced by MPs. Issues which are chosen must be those
that are of genuine concern to the members of the organisation
and ones which they will actively support. Lobbying in a vacuum
on a particular issue without such support quickly eats into the
credibility of the lobbying organisation in terms of how it is
perceived by the Government, politicians, the civil service and
ultimately by the public. This in itself may be the most
important check on the lobbyist. Self interest should dictate
that the lobbyist never actually manufactures campaigns or
advocates causes which are not genuinely supported by clearly
identified groupings. In lobbying the Government effectively,
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trade and professional associations have to be guerilla-like
in their approach and selective in their targets. The
professional lobbyist has a role in helping aim the gun but
surely only once the target has been selected!

David Newell
The Newspaper Society
White Friars House
Carmelite Street
London EC4Y OBL
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ARE TROPICAL RAIN FORESTS REALLY DISAPPEARING?
T. C, Whitmore
Lecture delivered on 6th January, 1986
That 'something nasty• is happening down on the Equator
has come increasingly to impinge on public consciences throughout the west since the early 1970s. This is part of the

'Spaceship Earth' syndrome, namely the need for Mankind to live
within the planet's resources, Tropical rain forests are
disappearing, but how fast? And does it matter? To answer
these questions we must look at detail, for generalisations
over the whole tropics are misleading.
World population is predicted to increase to 6200 million
by 2020 AD, up 50 percent in 40 years. This is the ultimate
cause of deforest~tion. The total primeval global forest cover
was 28 million km of which 60 percent are tropical forests (77
percent of which are tropical rain forest and 23 percent monsoon
forests occupying places where there is a distinct annual dry
season), Mankind obtains wood from all forests. In 1982 the
total used was c. 3000 million3. Of this 45 percent was used
as fuelwood and-55 percent as industrial wood (planks, paper,
etc). Fuelwood usage was almost entirely from tropical forests,
heavily concentrated on the monsoon forests because big human
populations in the tropics occur in the parts with seasonal
climate (e.g. India, much of Africa), Broken down another way,
45 percent of the wood used in 1982 was softwoods from conifer~
mainly of the boreal forest of northernmost America and Eurasia
(notably Siberia). Nearly all was used industrially, The other
55 percent was hardwoods (from broadleaf trees), of which about
a third came from tropical forests. Thus Man's impact is by no
means confined to tropical forests.
Pressure on the tropics is increasing. Between 1950 and 1973
the amount of industrial wood obtained from the tropics increased
from 5 to 11 percent and is predicted to triple by 2000 AD.
Africa was assaulted first, then southeast Asia, especially the
dipterocarp forests of Malaysia and Western Indonesia. Towards
2000 the market will have to turn to tropical America, mainly
Amazonia. However, the Amazon has about half the world's rain
forests (and the Zaire basin another huge fraction) and logging
will only affect a small percentage.
Rain forests are disappearing for other reasons besides
logging. Again there are differences between countries. Let
us take the Amazon as an example. Conversion to agriculture is
a major cause of forest loss. This may be planned, as conversion
to plantation croEs (mainly cocoa), plantation forestry (10 4 ha
at Jari, 1.4 x 10 ha planned at Carajas), to pasture, mainly on
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the southern fringe (made possible by 'tax breaks' which have
ceased), or to human settlement (along the highways built across
the basin in the 1970s, also now largely terminated except in
Rondonia in the south west). There is also 'unplanned'
conversion to agriculture where peasants move in once roads
have been built. This is a substantial source of deforestation
on the slopes of the Andes as surplus population spills over from
the high Andean plateaus. Small areas have been lost for other
reasons, for example the building of dams for hydroelectric
power (e.g. Tocantins). Similar loss of rain forest can be seen
in other regions though the proportions differ from place to
place. For example in Malaysia and Indonesia loss by
logging is more substantial, and for pasture less.
One of the major confusions in discussions on the loss of
tropical forests is between complete loss to some other form of
land-use(aqriculture)
and damage to the virgin forest (both
structure and composition) by timber extraction, but leaving the
land under forest which will eventually regenerate to replace
the trees extracted. In the early 1980s FAO estimated total
annual loss of tropical forests as 7.5 million ha, and logging
another 4.4 to give a total global figure for 'altered' forest
of 11.9 million ha. These figures are equivalent to 22.6 ha/
minute altered. By 2000 AD total clearance will be 20 x 7.5 m
ha, which is 12.5 percent of the 1980 total.
The consequences of tropical forest disturbance or
destruction have been much discussed. Erosion and siltation
are amongst them. There may be effects on local or regional
(and perhaps global) climate via alterations to the surface heat
balance (albedo effect), or to global carbon dioxide levels.
Increased atmospheric C02 causes global warming which could
have dramatic consequences, e.g. much of the northern hemisphere
wheat-growing belt would become much drier and the western
Antarctic ice sheet might melt, sea levels rise and most capital
cities become inundated. Deforestation only results in co 2
release if the biomass is burned and no equivalent new vegetation
grown in its place. Scientists are sufficiently worried about
the potential increase in atmospheric C02 to have started
careful monitoring, though the magnitude and likelihood of
catastrophe arising from increase are controversial.
For a biologist there is no doubt that the most serious
consequence of loss of tropical rain forest is loss of many of
the plants and animals of which it is made up. Species once
lost have gone forever. Some have economic value; many others
probably have uses awaiting to be discovered. All have aesthetic
value, and who is Man to deny the right of other species to live?
All species vary from place to place, and relict populations do
not contain the total genetic diversity.
Many plants and animals can survive and retain much
diversity in forest carefully managed for timber production,
There is an important future role for such timber-producing
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forests as 'gene pools'. At the same time it is essential that
adequate tracts are left inviolate as reserves of virgin forest,
for there alone can the wonderful diversity, richness and highly
complex interactions and interdependencies of the tropical rain
forest ecosystem remain intact:
for these truly are the apogee
of evolution on Planet Earth; no other ecosystems have ever
equalled their richness.

T.C.Whitrnore,
Department of Plant Sciences
Oxford Forestry Institute
University of Oxford
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MOSCOW TO SAMARKAND

J, R, Schofield
Lecture delivered on February 3rd, 1986
I attempt herein to communicate my impressions of an
intriguing and enlightening vacation that my wife and I
enjoyed in the Soviet Union in July 1982. We travelled with
a group of fourteen under the patronage of Moscow Intourist
but we were able to move freely and individually in each of
the centres visited.
MOSCOW, population 8 million, was founded 800 years ago,
Its heart was, and still is, the Kremlin, around which a
series of concentric boulevards testify to a pattern of
natural growth of the city. One must walk within the 70 acres
of the Kremlin grounds, enclosed by the great red-brick
crenellated walls to absorb its unique atmosphere. We entered
through the gateway of the Troitskaya tower, as did the
victorious troops of Napoleon in 1812 (only to begin their
terrible retreat a month later) and we were engrossed with
the architecture and history of the site;
the Arsenal Building
of Peter the Great, the monstrous 40 ton bronze Tsar Cannon
and the huge 200 ton Tsar Bell which is a monument to the bellfounders who cast it in 1733-4. The Great Kremlin Palace of
1850 contrasts with the Palace of Congress, built in 1961, with
its impressive facade of glass and white marble but, joyous
beyond all expectations were the gilded and silvered domes and
cupolas of the Cathedral of the Annunciation, the Cathedral of
the Assumption, the Archangel Cathedral and the Church of the
Twelve Apostles which, with the Ivan the Great Bell Tower, form
a closely knit group. The religious buildings are no longer
used for worship.
That part of the eastern wall which forms one of the
boundaries of Red Square is punctuated with four towers, built
at the same time as the walls at the close of the 15th century.
The spires were added to the towers in 1625 but the glowing rubyred stars, twelve feet across, that top the spires o= the
Nicholskaya and Spasskaya towers were added in 1937. Interest
in Red Square includes the rectilinear Lenin Mausoleum constructed
of black labradorite and polished red granite, the History Museum
and the incomparable St, Basil's Cathedral with its fascinating
brickwork and its fantastic nine cupolas crowning nine tiny
chapels within. Each cupola differs in ornamentation and
colouring and gives rise to the statement that St. Basil's is
"Music expressed in stone. A joyful melody performed on an
immense orchestra of folk instruments". The largest departmental
store in Russia, "G.U.M.", that borders one side of Red Square,
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is noteworthy for its ornate exterior and for the glass roofs
that illuminate its rows of small shops. How they cope with
the stated 350,000 daily customers with their antiquated method
of merchandising was a mystery to me.
Another historic church, dark and mysterious within, its
walls encrusted with icons and atmosphere, where Boris Gudanov
was crowned Tsar of All the Russias in 1598, lies within the
immensely thick fortified walls of the Novoddavichy Convent.
My wife and I were indeed fortunate to secure tickets for
a performance of Khachaturian's ballet 'Spartacus' in the
sumptuous Bolshoi Theatre. We travelled from our hotel by metro,
fast, clean and cheap (equivalent to 5p to any destination).
Alighting from the train in an underground complex with numerous
exits, we requested directional aid from a passing Muscovite who
graciously led us from the station, around corners and down two
or three streets, almost to the theatre door, an example of the
kindness received from local people on several occasions.
The Exhibition of U.S.S.R. Economic Achievements consists
of 80 pavilions spread over 550 acres. Our visit here was short
but we were favourably impressed, particularly by the Space
Pavilion and the wonderful fountains. Nearby, the Space Obelisk
commemorates the first-man-in-space flight of Yuri Gagarin in
1961. A model space rocket is held aloft at 300 feet on a steel
framework clad with sheets of titanium, shaped to resemble a
great sweeping sheet of flame, particularly effective at sunset.
Carved stone panels around the base of the obelisk depict Lenin
pointing the way forward to proletariat, engineers and scientists
and, finally, Mother Russia directs the brave cosmonaut to the
launchpad.
LENINGRAD, Venice of the North, second largest city in the
Soviet Union and great industrial centre, has much to offer the
visitor. We saw the cruiser 'AURORA~ survivor of the RussoJapanese war of 1904-5, which was the first vessel of the Baltic
Fleet to raise the red flag on the second day of the revolution
of October 1917. It steamed down the River Neva and fired a
round of blank ammunition to signal the storming of the Winter
Palace of the Tsar. The Winter Palace, now known as the
Hermitage, is a museum containing 2,700,000 exhibits and works
of art. An unforgettable memory was standing beside the eternal
flame in the Piskaryovskoye Memorial Cemetery where 470,000
citizens of the city, who were amongst the 660,000 who died from
hunger, bombs and artillery fire during the 900-day siege by the
Nazi forces during the last war, are commemorated. I then
understood the determination of the Soviets to be strong
militarily, never again to be in the position where an aggressor
can swarm over their territory and annihilate another twenty
million of their people. The cathedral of St. Isaac's, said
to be the church with the third largest dome (after St. Peter's
Rome, and St. Paul's, London) stood in Decembrist's Square,
closed and seemingly neglected. I was told it was closed for
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restoration. Religion is not encouraged in the Soviet Union
although we did visit one church in Leningrad and another in
Zagorsk, near to Moscow, where Russian Orthodox services were
in progress.
The Summer Palace at Pushkin, 25 km from Leningrad, and
almost totally destroyed by the Nazis, was in the final stages
of being rebuilt to its former glory. I asked an official
"Why do you spend so much effort and millions of roubles
restoring a building which symbolises the power of the tsars?"
His answer was satisfyingly simple:
"The Palace was owned by
the tsars but it was built by good honest Russian workmen and
craftsmen!".

UZBEKISTAN is but a few hours flight from the great cities
of Moscow and Leningrad but it is a different world. I doubted
if the colourfully dressed, friendly, people we saw there
worried themselves over nuclear disarmament, star wars, or even
the latest 5-year plan.
BUKHARA, located in Uzbekistan, is an an~ient holy city
that could boast of 350 mosques and 100 religious colleges at
the height of its power in the 10th century. Some two miles
from its centre, our multi-storey hotel was located in a development area laid out in grandiose style but incomplete and
seemingly abandoned, with uplifted and downdrifted slabs of
concrete that served for pedestrian walkways, weed-filled flower
beds and broken lampstandards. From a giant poster, a smiling
Lenin touched his cloth cap with the fingers of his right hand.
The old city was delightful and we wandered freely along
unpaved narrow alleyways between the flat-roofed adobe dwellings
in that area which lay between a centuries-old Caravanserai and
the only remaining, 150-foot high minaret of the 12th c. Kalyan
mosque. The sand-coloured brickwork of this minaret, and of the
restored 10th C. mausoleum of the founder of the Saminid dynasty,
was beautifully laid. Neither here, nor elsewhere in Russia, did
we see any trace of graffiti or litter.
Tired, hot and dusty, we and two companions clambered onto
structures resembling double beds, in a public square, for
afternoon kokchai , a fragrant green tea served without sugar, milk
or lemon, in small bowls into which the hot liquid was poured from
very English-looking glazed teapots. Thoselocals not engaged in
games of chess were obviously delighted to have us with them.
Indeed, the proprietor would accept no payment from us.
This happened again on a second occasion and even the small boy
who collected the crockery politely, but firmly refused the
gratuity we tried to press upon him;
refreshing in more ways than
one.
Local markets are excellent spots to capture photographs of
local people. Using a long focus lens, buyers and sellers were

far too busy to notice but on the few occasions I wanted to take
portrait shots, my request for permission to do so was always
granted with a smile.
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SAMARKAND. Samarkand! The very word had played on my
imagination since schooldays, along with Bogota, Kathmandu,
Marrakech, Shangri-La and a dozen others. I have been fortunate
to visit a number of my dream cities and rarely found them to
expectations. So it was with Samarkand, a large sprawling city
in a giant oasis surrounded by mountains and desert, but well
worth the visit. Founded in the 5th century B.C. Samarkand has
fallen many times to invaders including Ghengis Khan, who reduced
it to ashes, and Alexander the Great who captured it by storm.
It was transformed in the 14th c. by the legendary conqueror
Tamerlane into one of the world's greatest capital cities and
numerous noteworthy buildings date from that period. We visited
the Shakh-i-Zindeh ensemble; a group of mausoleums built in the
14th C. on ground made holy by the burial there of a cousin of
Mohammed. The walls of these buildings were still richly clad
with their original blue and white glazed tiles. Much of the glazed
blue tiling that covered the pointed domes of the tombs was peeling
away and in need of restoration. We also visited the Registran,
a group of three Madrasahs, or moslem theological colleges. The
earliest was built in 1420 by Tamerlane's grandson, Ulug Beg, who
is also renowned for estimating the length of the year to an
accuracy of ten seconds with the aid of a gigantic, 36 feet high
sextant. The other two madrasaks date from 1620 and 1650.
Restoration work on these buildings, ordered by Lenin immediately
after the revolution, was in progress.
We visited a collective farm that was formed in 1930 by
merging thirty smaller collective farms for greater efficiency.
Ten thousand people now live on its 9000 acres, two thousand
of whom work directly on the farm.
Cotton was the principal
crop but we were shown into an enormous block of greenhouses.
I had never seen such a huge area under glass and more was under
construction. When I enquired why no crops were being grown
there, I was informed that the tomatoes had just finished and
the entire area had been cleared for replanting. We saw an
infants'school on the farm and as we departed the little
communist children sang their little communist song and waved
their little communist flags.
We wish them all well. I did not return to England waving
a red flag myself but I came back with a feeling of warmth for
the people, an enthusiasm for all I had seen and a greater
awareness of some of the problems of that country.

J. R. Schofield
48 Lutterworth Road
Leicester LE2 BPF
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INN SIGNS AND SHOP SIGNS OF THE MIDLANDS
K. F. Day
Lecture delivered on 17th February, 1986
The Romans who settled in this country were familiar with
trade signs which they had seen in the cities of their Empire.
In the ruins of Herculaneum alone, hundreds of signboards of
drinking houses and of various trades were found. The sign of
a goat indicating a dairy and a cupid with a shoe in each hand
for a shoemaker were among the examples.
The most common sign introduced to England by the Romans
was that of the Bush. Travellers using the new roads were
attracted by the bush to the tavern for refreshment. The bush
was plucked from nearby woods and hung above the entrance to the
tavern. It was derived from the ivy and vine leaves associated
with Bacchus, the God of Wine. The proverb 'a good wine needs
no bush' comes from this custom.
Christian travellers were attracted by the sign of the
Cross, pagan travellers by the sign of the Sun, both being very
simple signs made of wood.
Later, during the times of the Crusades when the Lord of
the Manor went off to the East, it was usual for the steward of
the estate to hang on the lodge gates the coat of arms of the
family. Local people became familiar with heraldic beasts such
as the Red Lion, the Blue Boar, the Green Dragon, and landlords
adopted them for their signs. A good example of this can be
seen at Lamport in Northamptonshire where the Swan, from the
arms of the Isham family, appears in stone on the pillars at
the entrance to the estate, and again on the signboard of the
inn across the road. The White Hart, badge of Richard II, in
delicate ironwork hangs at Uppingharn, Rutland, and again on a
painted board at South Kilworth, near Lutterworth, Leics.
Monasteries offered hospitality to pilgrims in their hostels
during the Middle Ages, having brewed the ale and baked the bread.
The devout nature of people made religious signs very popular,
and we find the Angel and Royal at Grantham, the Friar at
Marston, Oxford, sampling the wine in the cellar, and St. Mary's
Vaults in Stamford. In many cases there is evidence to suggest
that there was often an underground passage connecting the church
with the inn!

A pictorial history of England can be found on sign-boards
with, for example, Simon de Montfort, in Wellington Street,
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Leicester, the Royalist in Market Harborough, and the Black
Boy (Charles II) in Albion Street, again in Leicester.
By the 18th century trade was on the increase and shopkeepers needed to advertise their wares. Few people could
read so that streets in London became veritable art galleries
as the signs depicted The Glover trading at the Glove and Fan
Cheesemakers at the Dairy Maid and Churn
Surgical and Dental Operators at the Bleeder and Star
Staymakers at the Wheatsheaf and Boddice
In our own time some of these old signs survive such as
the Little Dustpan of an ironmonger in Grantham, a baker's
sign and a barber's pole in Stamford, a pestle and mortar for
an apothecary in St. Ives in Huntingdonshire. The pawnbroker's
three golden balls, still to be found in many of our towns,
are attracting renewed interest as people find it quicker and
easier to pledge their jewellery for ready cash with a pawnbroker than to borrow from larger financial institutions!
One in his cups can often see the funny side of things so
we find humorous signs by the score. In the Midlands they are
represented by the Wobbly Wheel near Banbury, the Generous
Briton at Costock, Notts., and the Dirty Duck opposite the
Memorial Theatre at Stratford-upon-Avon, to name but a few.
Benefiting from the turnpike trusts of the 18th century,
travel by coach increased to such a degree that more inns had
to be built or enlarged. Thus we find the Coach and Horses
sign at Brackley,Northants, a very fine highwayman sign on the
Banbury to Oxford road, and the Toll Gate at Allesley, Coventry.
Leicester's Thomas Cook, with his excursion train, is given a
sign, and at Lutterworth we are reminded of a modern pioneer
in the history of travel, Sir Frank Whittle with his jet engine.
In the same town we even find a Flying Saucer!
Both indoor and outdoor sportsmen have used inns as their
headquarters, hence the Merry Monarch, a king in a pack of cards,
in Fosse Road, and the Cricketers at Grace Road, both in Leicester.
The morris dancers are shown on a sign called the Merry Boys at
St. Neots, Hunts. For an indoor interest, Stratford-upon-Avon
and Shakespeare are well represented by the Encore at the bottom
of Bridge Street.
A word needs to be said about the production of signs. In
the 19th century these were painted in the street outside the
inns where they were to be hung, weather permitting. Nowadays
they are painted by artists in studios, some employed full time
by the breweries, some freelance. An example of the latter is
Mr. Edward Boyle, of Lilbourne, Rugby, whose work can be seen at
the Cavalier at Lutterworth.
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As to ironwork, no finer example can be seen than that of
the Three Swans at Market Harborough, Leics., said to have been
made in the 17th century and added to later. A beam across the
road at the George at Stamford survives, and at Kenilworth,
Worcs., the Queen and the Castle are shown as pieces in the game
of chess accompanied by the board itself. This sign is directly
opposite Kenilworth Castle where Queen Elizabeth I spent some
time on one of her regular excursions from London.
Country lovers on their walks will find the Swallow, at
its nest, in Thurnby, Leics., and the Kingfisher, brightly
painted, at Preston, near Oakham. Not only can the Fox and
Hounds be seen in the fields of the Shire counties but also on
signs at Skeffington, Leics., and at Market Harborough, the
Six Packs.
What better than to take young children learning their
nursery rhymes to spot the Man with Seven Wives, at St. Ives,
Hunts., and to recite 'Simple Simon met a Pieman ..... ' , as
seen at Leamington Spa.
These days illuminated lettered signs are legion replacing
pictorial signs of former times. As family businesses close
down so the signs disappear making it a rarity to find one still
hanging up in the streets of our old towns.
On the other hand,
inn signs abound and new ones appear almost every day to delight
the eye.
We began with the Bush and end with the Cock and the Bull
at Stony Stratford on the AS on the border of Northamptonshire.
In these two pubs travellers' stories of attacks by highwaymen,
of coaching accidents, of atrocious weather, of ...... , would
grow by the telling. Hence the phrase we use today, 'a cock
and bu.11 story', if you like!

K. F. Day, A.I.B.,
Linden House
Marston Trussell
N r. Market Har borough
Leics.
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EARTHQUAKE PREDICTION
Robert Muir-Wood
•Lecture delivered on 3rd March, 1986.
Before we can predict we must first explain.
Earthquakes are the vibrations which radiate out from a
sudden breakage in the rocks of the Earth. Such breakages
generally take place in the outermost shell, the crust of the
earth, because the rocks there are strong and brittle. Rock
temperature increases at between 25 and 40°c for each kilometre
below the surface, and at depths greater than about 20km, the
rocks become hot and ductile, and tend to bend rather than break.
The energy emitted by an earthquake is a product of the
resistance or rigidity of the rock which is broken and the area
of the breakage. A breakage in a rock, along which movement has
taken place, is called a fault.
Small earthquakes come from
small breakages and large earthquakes from large breakages.
The amount of displacement which takes place ctlong the fault
in a single movement. is generally around one ten thousandth of
the length of the fault. The largest earthquake known, that in
Southern Chi.le in 1960, involved a fault 600 kilometres long,
movincJ about 20m.
1, 'Jarge' British e,uthquake, such as that
in North Wales in July 1984, might involve a fault a kilometre
in length moving ten centimetres.
Almost all of the breakages which cause earthqual,es are so
small that the zone of fracture remains hidden deep underground.
Only for the largest earthquakes involving the largest areas of
::ault movement the fracture, starting perhaps 10km underground,

may break through the crust to emerge at the ,surface.
In place of predicting earthquakes - we should rather be
predicting the sudden breakages.
Faults move when stress finally overcomes the friction.
This movement relieves the stress. The faults are located in
the brittle crust but the forces that cause the crust to become
stressed originate from deep beneath the crust in the Earth's
mantle, The mantle is involved in very slow motions (of a few
centimetres each year) which drag at the overlying crust.
These
movements within the mantle have such momentum that they cannot
be redirected except over geological time-scales - generally
millions of years. Therefore individual fault movements in the
brittle crust tend to recur again and again. The recurrence
interval, or earthquake cycle, the time between the fault movement
and its repeat, is determined by how fast the crust is being
made to deform by the underlying mantle movements.
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The earth's outer shell is divided into a series of rigid
units (or plates) in which there is little internal deformation.
The greatest concentration of fault movements and hence of
earthquakes is found along the boundaries of these plates. The
movement of one plate relative to another takes place in sudden
episodes of fault displacement along just one section of the
boundary. After one complete earthquake cycle the plate
boundary will have moved all along its length.
Along the plate boundaries around the Pacific Ocean the
recurrence interval, or earthquake cycle, is between 75 and
300 years. That is the time it takes the plate boundary to
move, perhaps a few metres, all along its length, The record
of large earthquakes through the past few centuries provides a
picture of when different sections of the boundary moved. The
section of the plate boundary which has not moved for the longest
period is the one most likely to move next. These sections are
termed seismic gaps.
There are a number of seismic gaps located around the
Pacific which are being closely monitored at this moment:
in
Alaska, Japan, Peru. Along the Californian San Andreas Fault,
which is also the America - Pacific plate boundary, the next
large earthquake should not be a repeat of that in 1906 (involving
400km of the fault) at San Francisco but on a section of the
fault to the east of Los Angeles which has not moved for two
centuries. It was a seismic gap, which had already been identified
along the Pacific coast of Mexico, which moved on September 19th
1985 to cause the earthquake that so badly damaged Mexico City.
'I'he theory of seismic gaps provides the first form of earth-quake prediction, but only works for fast moving plate boundaries.
Yet many earthquakes occur in regions for which the sc·ismic cycle
is too long to be retrieved from historical records. For some
faults which emerge at the surfc1ce the return period of major
earthquakes can be gained through dating the age of the deposits
which have been cut by successive fault movements. Elsewhere,
however, the fault may not come to the surface or all evidence
of past fault movements may be eroded away.
Seismic gap theory is also politically unpalatable. Earthquake prediction is not a form of academic gamblino - it has
cruciul humun and economic implications. Residents cif a known
seismic gap will be cursed by plunging property valt,es, closing
industries and emigration. To be useful earthquake predict.ion
has to be able accurately to locate not just 'where?' but most
importantly 'when?'.
How would we predict when an old building was going to
collapse? Three types of behaviour might be noticeable.
Bulging - steady state strain deformation in the shape; cracking the opening up of fissures in the fabric, and noises - probably

caused by sudden minor episodes of cracking.
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Unlike a dilapidated building the crust of the earth is
not accessible for continuous monitoring. The fault may be
hidden many kilometres underground, deeper than the deepest
boreholes. Yet surface monitoring is becoming very subtle:
cracking at depth may be detectable through searching for
changes in the properties of shear waves passing through the
crust: changes in the crust's electrical properties may also
indicate the opening of cracks, as may the emergence of trapped
radon gas and changes in the level of the water-table. Bulging
can also be detected through accurate surveying measurements.
The noises can be recorded on seismic recorders which may
detect the build up of activity. A fourth type of premonitory
warning is peculiar to objects which are being continuously
deformed - the signal of nothing happening at all. Along many
zones of earthquakes there is a constant chatter of small
breakages, which are relieving stress through a great volume
of rock. When that chatter of earthquakes switches to an eerie
seismic silence, a big earthquake may be about to follow.
That is the theory - how can these techniques be orchestrated?
The best predicted major earthquake was that in Haicheng,
China on February 4th, 1975. The successful prediction was
partly because of the local awareness of the problem but largely
because the earthquake heralded itself so well.
In the months
leading up to the quake there were reports of: ground tilting;
extraordinary animal behaviour (including the emergence of
hibernatinq sn<1J,es from their burrows to freeze to death in the
cold); fre~1ent tremors and natural water fountains. These
strange phenomena reached a crescendo twelve hours before the
earthqu<1ke, causing the authorities to evacuate the city in time
to SdVe almost every lifee

Yet since the success of Haicheng there have.: been a number
of major Earthqua 1 c<=s which were not predicted. Another large
Chinese earthquake at the city of Tangshan of Junly 28th 1976

killed at least 250,COO people.

It is still too early to

SdY

ho~

successful r_:redjction can become.
As the supply of large ,=-;arLhquakes is relutively infrequent we can only learn slowly~
We

cannot monitor every location where large earthquakes might occur,
}mt even if we could, milny of the phenomena which take place deep
in the crust may not be detectable from surface observations~

In

the next decade w<= will hear mor<= about attempted earthquake
predictions, and observe how such predictions are tackled
politically - do we just tell the emergency services, or risk
launching a panic evacuation. Already a pseudo-scientific and
abortive US prediction of a massive earthquake in Peru in 1981
caused local pandemonium. Crying wolf at earthquakes, once too
often, will undermine the scientific research programme and cause
more havoc than the earthquake itself.
Robert Muir-wood
20 Emery st.,
Cambridge.
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INTERACTION BETWEEN TWO CONTINENTS
Rudolf Trumpy

The annual Bennett Lecture delivered in the Geology Department
University of Leicester, February, 1986
Since Jurassic times, the Alpine evolution has been marked
by the interaction of two continental plates - Europe with its
Iberian annex and Africa with its Apulian (Adriatic) annex - and
two oceans - the Tethys and the Atlantic. The distinction
between a pre-Indosinian (pre-late Triassic) Paleotethys and a
p:st-Indosinian Neotethys is important in the Asiatic part of the
Alpine-Himalayan belt, but less so in the European one. The
first oceanic opening of the Atlantic occurred in the midJurassic (ea. 165 my).
This Jurassic and later configuration had a long preparatory
stage, going back at least to mid-Permian times. The main
Variscan deformation in the area of the future Alps took place
at the end of the Lower Carboniferous. Development of Upper
Carboniferous - Lower Permian graben and half-graben structures,
mainly filled with continental sediments, may be considered as
a Late Variscan event, possibly related to a dextral shear regime.
With the birth of the (second?) Pangaea, in mid-Perrni.-m time, a
p1'1ce tcoctonic megacycle, which had begun about l 000 my ago, came
to its end, and shortly afterwards Pangaea started to break up.
During the Late Permian and the Triassic, shallu~ seas
encroached upon the Alpine realm, primarily from the southeastern
Tethys and secondarily from the Germanic inland basin. Subsidence
reached several }~i lometres in some areas, but it was suf f ic ien tly
slow to allow sedimentation to keep pace. A badly understood
episode of faulting and of shoshonitic magmatism affected the
eastern part of the Southern Alps in the Middle Triassic, but
after this, an almost unbroken carbonate platform was reconstituted,
,\t the very end of the Triassic, or more likely ,,t the
beginning of the Jurassic, this carbonate platform started to
disintegrate. Many parts of it, especially along the future
European and Apulian margins, were affected by normal faults,
with downthrows generally up to a few hundred metres, exceptionally up to 3 km, The faults are moderately inclined (often
30-50°), and may flatten still further at depth. Antithetical
rotation of fault-blocks is common. Prevalent fault directions
are SSW-NNE and W-E.
It is not always easy to recognise these
paleofaults, as they have often become reactivated as thrusts or
strike-slip faults during the Cretaceous and Tertiary
compressional deformations;
abrupt facies and thickness changes,
sediment-filled cracks on the upthrown side, megabreccias and
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turbidite fans on the downthrown side may give hints.
Pre-oceanic rifting went on from early Jurassic to midJurassic time and determined stretching and thinning of the
crust. Deep-sea sediments (though still above the calcite
compensation depth) and thick shale formations were laid down,
especially from the Domerian onwards. In those areas where
the paleogeography can be reasonably well reconstructed, the
amount of stretching is relatively modest (1.1 to 1.2) and
insufficient to explain the basin subsidence, but it may well
be that many growth-faults can no longer be detected.
The Atlantic Ocean, between Africa and North America,
started to open in the Callovian (about 165 my). It is
certainly no coincidence that the Alpine oceans, floored by new
oceanic basement (ophiolites), developed at the same time.
This is especially true for the Ligurian-Piemont ocean of the
Western Alps (including northeastern Corsica) and of the
Apennines. The link between the norther end of the initial
Atlantic and the southern end of the Ligurian Ocean was provided
by the sinistral Maghreb transform system, whose disrupted
remnants are found in the North African chains between Morocco
and Sicily. In the Ligurian-Piemont trough, the ophiolites are
overlain by radiolarian cherts, rather than by pelagic limestones
as in present-day oceans.
While the Alpine oceans of the Western Alps and the
Apennines can be considered as a sort of rhombochasms, transform
movements seem to predominate in the W-E running segment of the
Swiss and Austrian Alps and of the Northern Carpathians. This
hypothesis may explain the anomalous character of the basins,
where fragments of continental crust are intercalated between
remnants of former oceans.
Thus, in the Graubunden traverse of eastern Switzerland,
three oceanic remnants are found, rather than a single one. The
north-Penninic Valais basin of Savoy and Switzerland may represent
the western, blind end of the Tauern-Pieniny transform system.
At its eastern end, a link with the northern end of Tethyan Vardar
Ocean (via the Apuseni ophiolites of Transsylvania) might be
expected.
Compared to the broad and persistent Atlantic, the Alpine
oceans were not only anomalous, but also short-lived. They
originated in mid-Jurassic time (165 my) and started to be
consumed by mid-Cretaceous time (100 my or even earlier). The
Cretaceous deformations are ascribed to a lithospheric (B-type)
subduction below the Apulian plate, with high-p (blueschist)
metamorphism in the Upper Penninic and high-T metamorphism in
part of the Austroalpine nappes. The absence of Cretaceous
granitoids and andesites remains curious. The Cretaceous
(ea-Alpine) evolution is further complicated by (sinistral?)
lateral movements, possibly connected with the eastward drift of
Iberia with respect to the rest of Europe.
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Collisional orogeny, with crustal (A-type) subduction
began in the Eocene and continues to the present day. A break
and change of stress-field may have occurred during part of the
Oligocene, separating mesa-Alpine and neo-Alpine events.
The strongest crustal shortening, with rates up to 8 cm/y,
took place at the end of the Eocene. At the same time, great
masses of aluminous basalts and of andesites were poured out;
they are only preserved as fragments in the Taveyannaz greywackes. The few Alpine granitoids were emplaced during the
Oligocene. On the whole, the Alps are a "cool" (kyanite) chain,
with very few mineral deposits;
this may well be explained by
the high speed of tectonic burial.
Quite a number of questions still remain controversial.
One of them concerns the delay of uplift after the mesa-Alpine
and neo-Alpine thickening of the crust. The sialic root of the
neo-Alpine compression is demonstrated by gravity and
refraction seismic studies; but this is not the case for the
mesa-Alpine and ea-Alpine roots. Two reflection seismic profiles
are planned to start in 1986 and we hope that they may answer
some of these questions.

Rudolf Trumpy
Geologisches Institut
ETH-Zen trum
Zurich CH 8092
Switzerland
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A NEW La.ER LIAS EXPOSURE Kr BILLESDON, LEICESTERSHIRE

bv

D.M. Blake

ABSTRACT
A temporary exposure of the Lower Lias was provided during the
construction of the Billesdon by-pass and the stratigraphy and fauna
are recorded.
This proved particularly important in yielding the
ammonite Acanthopleuroceras valdani (d'0rbigny) proving the Valdani
Subzone of the Ibex Zone.
Brachiopods are not common in the Lower
Lias yet three rare rhynchonel lid species and some indeterminate
terebratulid fragments were found.
INTRODUCTION
New Lower Lias (Lower Jurassic) exposures in Leicestershire are
infrequent.
However, during late September and early October 1985
the construction of the 3.5 Km. Billesdon by-pass on the A47 Leicester
to Peterborough road (SK 705030 to SK 737029), provided a rare
opportunity to examine a section within the upper part of that
seouence (see Fig. 1).
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Map showing location of the Billesdon by-pass.
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The only records for the immediate area are by Fox-Strangways
(1903). He referred to two borings, one made in 1833 on the south side
of the hill at Billesdon Coplow, and the other in 1897 close to the
Billesdon Brook, three quarters of a mile south-west of the village.
The latter showed the thickness of the Lower Lias at Billesdon to be
about 229 metres.
This thickness is similar to that of the standard
succession for the East Midlands in the Vale of Belvoir (Hallam,
1968).
Fox-Strangways recorded hard beds of limestone outcropping
in the small stream to the north of the village and ferruginous shale
and hard bands where the lane to Bil lesdon Coplow crosses the stream.
The sequence yielded few fossils and with no evidence for correlation
the beds were supposed to be
near the top of the Lower Lias and
possibly of lower Middle Lias age.
The recent temporary exposure displays similar lithology but lies
on slightly higher ground some 400 metres to the south of that stt"eam.
The discovery of the ammonite, Acanthopleuroceras valdani (d'0rbignv),
proving the Valdani Subzone of the Ibex Zone, has finallv fixed one
horizon within the Billesdon area.
The aim of this paper i~ to place
on record the stratigraphy and fauna of the new exposures.
A collection of fossils and representative samples of the beds
has been deposited in Leicestershire Museum (No.GlS.1986).

LOCALITY
Fran its junction with the A47 at its western end (SK 705030) the
by-pass crosses Lower Lias beds as it climbs gently to Coplow Lane (SK
717032) beyond which it rises more steeply to the top of the Middle
Lias escarpment (SK 720032) capped by the Marlstone Rock Bed which was
observed but not measured.
(see Fig. 2).
The main Lower Lias exposure is the Coplow Farm Cutting ( "A" in
Fig. 2), where the road cuts through sidelong ground which slopes
gently northwards.
Beyond the 300 metres of cutti~g, an embankment,
made up of excavated material, takes the road across a small dry
valley to where a second exposure of Lower Lias clays was seen in a
shallow drainage ditch and two catch pits on the south side of the
road ("B" in Fig. 2). Just beyond this the Lower Lias disappears under
a veneer of dark brown, chalky boulder clay which covers the shoulder
of the hil 1. A third exposure of clays was observed in another
drainage ditch and catch pit at the junction of the slip road and
Coplow Lane ("C" in Fig. 2) 1 and is tentatively assigned to the Lower
Lias.
The Geological Survey Map (sheet 156) indicates a possible outcrop of Lower Lias beds faulted against the Middle Lias to the west of
the B6047 road (SK728031) but as the by-pass crosses that section by
an embankment no deep excavations were made and no evidence was
available.
Boreholes 12; 12A; 12B; and 13 and Trial Pit 38, (see
Fig. 3) which were sunk along that section by the consultant engineers
before work began, showed stiff to very stiff, weakly laminated, silty
mudstone with a thin band of ironstone passing into weak fissured,
weathered llD..!dstone all of which is referred to the Middle Lias.
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STRATIGRAPHY AND LITHOLOGY
The section lies within the 90+ metres thick Upper Clays of the
Lower Lias (see Table 1). The sequence has a dip of approximately 2°
ESE and the section displays up to 12 metres of ferruginous, silty,
micaceous, grey mudstone containing concretions, along with several
thin argillaceous limestone and ironstone beds in the basal half of
the section.
1 have divided the succession at Billesdon into 19
units (see Fig. 4).
In the cutting directly below the pond, about 130 metres east of
Coplow Farm (see Fig. 2), a drainage problem occurred.
A limestone,
(Bed 14),
was acting as an aquifer and a spring emerged from the top
of the bed which lay just over 2 metres from the surface and below
road level necessitating extra drainage.
Much of the exposure lies within two to three metres of the surface and is badly weathered, particularly the mudstones, where only
substantial fossils such as large crinoid ossicles, belemnites and
Gryphaea survive to any extent within the top two metres.
The protective surroundings of the limestones preserve a more varied fauna
although even these beds weather and break up within two metres of
the surface.
The mudstone
weathering zones are well exhibited in
Bed 17 which is exposed for some 5 metres.
The unweathered basal 1.5
metres is hard and dark grey with dark brown partin~s but towards the
surface the bed progressively changes its character through shaly to
very stiff to stiff at the top with an accompanying colour range from
the oxidising iron from dark brown to a uniform orange brown just
below the surface.
Concretions are of two types.
The lower mudstones up to and
including Bed 11 having small, smooth, light grey, spherical,
phosphatic, ferruginous fine grained nodules up to 8 ems diameter and
some spindle shaped nodules about 5 ems long.
Other smaller uneven
nodules with a rough surface may be coprolites.
Bed 17 contains
scattered, flattened, ellipsoidal septarian ironstone nodules up to 20
ems 1 ong, 1 5 ems wide and 6 ems thick which at four metres depth are
light grey with buff centres. Nearer the surface they oxidise to
brown, display spheroidal weathering, and begin to crumble. Some of
the ferruginous nodules contain sphalerite crystals.
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MEASURED SECTION
Soil,

brown, clayey, silty, Gryphaea sp.

about 0.30 metres

Bed 17

Mudstone, dark grey, weathering light brown.
Hard at base, becoming shaly then stiff
towards the surface; silty, ferruginous,
slightly micaceous with scattered, flattened
ellipsoidal ironstone concretions. Weathered
belemnite fragments, broken shell debris,
Pseudopecten sp. impressions in shaly
partings, bivalves indet., in basal 2 metres,
but unfossiliferous above that.

5.50 metres
seen

Bed 16

Mudstone, soft, dark grey, weathering brown.
Very silty, ferruginous, calcareous,
micaceous; friable, earthy texture.
Gryphaea sp., Plicatula spinosa (J. Sowerby),
Pseudopecten sp.; Amberleya sp.,
gastropods indet.;
echinoid debris;
foraminifera.

0.40 metres

Bed 15

Mudstone, soft, dark grey, weathering brown.
Silty, ferruginous, calcareous, slightly
micaceous; fissile.

0.15 metres

Bed 14

Limestone, light grey, weathering light brown.
Silty, ferruginous, shelly, slightly
micaceous, coarse, uneven top surface.
Belemnites; Cardinia sp., Gryphaea sp.,
Hippopodium ponderosum J. Sowerby, Mactromya
cardioides (Phillips), Pholadomya sp.,
Pinna sp., Plicatula spinosa J. Sowerbv,
~opecten sp.; shell debris; rare· ostracods.

0.30 metres

Bed 13

Mudstone, dark grey, weathering light brown.
Silty, ferruginous, calcareous, slightly
micaceous; hard, blocky, fractured below
2 metres from ground surface.

1.00 metres

Bed 12

Limestone, light grey, weathering light brown.
Silty, ferruginous, very shelly, containing
many small iron pyrites crystals which persist
even in the weathered zone; irregular surfaces.
Acanthopleuroceras sp.; Astarte sp., Cardinia
sp., Gryphaea sp., Hippop~onderosum
J. Sowerby, Mactromya sp., 0xytoma cf
inequivalvis (J. Sowerby), Plicatula spinosa
J. Sowerby, Pseudolimea sp., Pseudopecten sp.,
bivalves indet.; Tetrarhynchia dunrobinensis
(Rollier), rhynchonellid and terebratulid
fragments; belemnites; gastropods indet.;
Isocrinus sp. ossicles; ostracods; shark's tooth.

0.08 metres

Bed 11

Mudstone, dark grey, weathering brown. Silty,
ferruginous, calcareous, slightly micaceous
with spherical, ferruginous, phosphatic
nodules. Belemnites, Isocrinus sp.
ossicles, Gryphaea sp. 1 shell fragments

0.28 metres

Bed 10

Limestone, light grey, weathering light brown,
Silty, ferruginous, very shelly, irregular
top surface, Belemnites; Piarorhynchia
juvenis (Quenstedt), brachiopod fragments;
gastropods indet,; lsocrinus sp, ossicles;

0,07 metres

Gryphaea sp., Pseudolimea sp., Pseudopecten sp.,
Plicatula spinosa J, Sowerby, bivalves indet.;
shell fragments; serpulids; ostracods,
Bed 9

Mudstone, grey/brown, weathering light brown.
Silty, ferruginous, calcareous, slightly
micaceous with small, spherical, ferruginous,
phosphatic nodules. Small belemnites; small
lsocrinus sp. ossicles; Pseudopecten sp.;

0,10 metres

shell debris; ostracods.
Bed SC

Ironstone, brown, very silty, calcareous,
slightly micaceous; showing concentric
weathering; blocky, uneven top surface.
Belemnites; Isocrinus sp. ossicles;
gastropods indet,; ostracods rare; serpulids;
shell debris,

0.09 metres

Bed SB

Mudstone, grey/brown, weathering brown. Silty
ferruginous, calcareous, slightly micaceous;
contains dark brown, very hard calcareous
ironstone concretions and appears to pass
laterally into similar material and difficult
to distinguish from beds SA and SC. The clay
band may be a weathering effect.

0.06 metres

Bed SA

Limestone, light grey, weathering light brown.
Silty, ferruginous, shelly; very hard, evenly
bedded, blocky in weathering zone. Belemnites;
Isocrinus sp. ossicles; rhynchonellid and
terebratulid fragments; gastropods indet.;
Gryphaea sp., Plicatula spinosa J, Sowerby,
Pseudopecten sp,; ostracods.

0.05 metres

Bed 7

Mudstone, grey, weathering brown.

0,60 metres

Silty,

ferruginous, calcareous, slightly micaceousi

small spherical and spindle shaped ferruginous,
phosphatic nodules. Belemnites; Isocrinus sp.
ossicles; Gryphaea sp.; Pseudopecten sp,;
shell debris; ostracods,
Bed 6

Limestone, light grey, weathering light brown,
Silty, ferruginous, shelly, with irregular
surfaces.

Belemnites;

0.08 metres

Isocrinus sp. ossicles;

Piarorhynchia juvenis (Quenstedt), rhynchonellid
fragments; gastropods indet,; Gryphaea sp.;
Plicatula spinosa J, Sowerby, Pseudopecten sp.;
ech1no1d debris; ostracods,
Bed 5

Mudstone, light grey/brown, weathering light
brown.
Silty, ferruginous, calcareous,
slightly micaceous with small, spherical,
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0.72 metres

ferruginous, phosphatic nodules. Belemnites
incl. Hastites sp.; Gibbirhynchia curviceps
(Quenstedt)1 Isocrinus sp. ossicles;
Gryphaea sp.1 ostracods.
Bed 4

Ironstone, dark brown/orange brown. Calcareous,
slightly silty, micaceous, with broken, blocky
bedding and light grey, discontinuous, silty
laminae; irregular surfaces, weak concentric
weathering.

0.06 metres

Bed 3

Mudstone, light grey/brown, weathering light
brown; firmer and well laminated at base.
Silty, ferruginous, calcareous, slightly
micaceous with spherical, ferruginous,
phosphatic nodules. Acanthopleuroceras valdani
(d'Orbigny)1 belemnites incl. Hastites sp.;
Isocrinus sp. ossicles.

0.80 metres

Bed 2

Ironstone, badly weathered, orange brown to
dark brown. Silty, calcareous, slightly
micaceous; discontinuous, irregular top
surface, blocky and showing box-stone
weathering.

0.02 to
0.07 metres

Bed 1

Mudstone, dark grey/brown, weathering light
brown. Silty, ferruginous, calcareous,
slightly micaceous; stiff, fissured, slightly
shaly with small spherical, ferruginous,
phosphatic nodules in upper part.
Acanthopleuroceras valdani (d'Orbigny);
belemnites incl. Hastites sp.; Isocrinus
sp. ossicles; Gervillia sp., Gryphaea sp.,
Plicatula spinosa J. Sowerby, Pseudopecten
sp.; bivalves indet.; shell debris;
echinoid debris; ostracods.

1. 10 metres
seen

The two shallow exposures of heavily weathered light grey/brown
clays outside the cutting are probably Lower Lias although no fossils
were found.
Exposures at
'B' in Fig. 2 contained 60 ems of
weathered, silty, ferruginous, grey-brown mudstone with ironstone
concretions and from their position at the eastern end of the embankment would appear to be a continuation of Bed 17.
The smal 1 section
of 45 ems of silty, ferruginous, grey/brown mudstone at 'C' in Fig. 2
is just below a pronounced break of slope, about 167 metres OD. This
is topographically c. 28 metres below the base of the Marlstone seen
in the road section.
Allowing for the dip (see below), and assuming
no other complications, the thickness of strata between these mudstones and the base of the Marlstone must be at least 35-40 metres. It
would seem probable that this must still belong to the Lower Lias
albeit higher than that seen at 'A' in the cutting, since 21 metres is
the maximum thickness given for the Margaritatus Zone in the Central
Leicestershire-Lincolnshire area by Cope at al 1980.
An estimate of the thickness of strata between the top of the
highest part of the measured section in the cutting, Bed 17, and the
base of the Marlstone Rock Bed can be calculated.
The top of Bed 17
as seen, is at 161.9m OD and the base of the Marlstone 1,000 metres
away just to the north of east
is at 195.3m OD.
The vertical
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distance is therefore 33.4 metres.
With a dip slightly less than the
measured 2° ESE that would give a further 26.18 metres (assuming an

adjusted dip of 1.5° for the direction) which yields a total thickness
of approximately 60 metres.
This would suggest that the thickness of
the intervening zones and subzones from the Valdani SZ to the top of
the Gibbosus SZ could be much the same as seen elsewhere in the
Warwickshire/Leicestershire/Lincolnshire region (see Hallam, 1968;
Cope et al. 1980).

DISCUSSION OF FAUNA
One of the features that may not be apparent from the above bed
description is that ostracods, abundant in the lower beds, suddenly
become sparse in Bed 14 and rare by Bed 16 and Isocrinus, also common
up to and including Bed 15, was not found above that bed.
However
the most interesting aspects of the fauna are the Ammonites and
Brachiopods discussed below.
Ammonites:Ammonites were scarce, and fragmentary.
Two large fragments of
Lytoceras fimbriatum (J. Sowerby) from the grey/brown clays below Bed
16 (exact horizon unknown), indicate the Pliensbachian stage and the
preservation is reminiscent of that at Blockley Station. The other
pieces, some of body chambers, have been identified by Dr. M.K.
Howarth as being Acanthopleuroceras valdani (d' Orbigny) and
Acanthopleuroceras sp.
Some of the specimens of A.valdani came from
Beds 1 and 3 and two part whorls were extracted from the exposed clays
of Bed 13 although there is a suspicion that they could have been
moved there by the machinery from slightly lower beds.
Bed 12
yielded Acanthopleuroceras sp. whilst the remainder of the specimens
were collected from the clay spoil heaps below Bed 16.
Beds 1-12
certainly belong to the Valdani Subzone of the Ibex Zone (see Table 1)
but the age of the rest of the section must remain uncertain through
lack of ammonite evidence.
Further work along the nearby stream,
mentioned by Fox-Strangways, may provide further zonal evidence.
Brachiopoda:Brachiopoda are not common in the Lower Lias particularly above
the basal part of the succession, yet the Bil lesdon cut ting section
proved particularly rich by yielding three species of rhynchonellid.
As already noted some beds contained smal 1 indeterminate fragments of
disarticulated rhynchonellid and terebratulid valves.
However, four
rhynchonellids were recovered which proved identifiable (Professor
D.V. Ager pers. comm.).
Bed S yielded the only complete specimen and
is attributed to Gibbirhynchia curviceps (Quenstedt) which until now
was not known by Ager from the Ibex Zone in this country.
Beds 6 and
12 produced specimens of Piarorhynchia juvenis (Quenstedt) which Ager
records (pers. comm.), as ranging "from the Bucklandi Zone to the
Davoei Zone but effectively it is rare (except locally) above the
Semicostatum Zone".
Finally from Bed 14 came a specimen of
Tetrarhynchia dunrobinensis (Rollier) which is recorded in this
country from the Oxynotum, Jamesoni and Davoei Zones (Ager 1956-67).
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SOFT TISSUE PRESERVATION IN ICHTHYOSAURS
AND A STRATIGRAPHIC REVIEW OF THE LOWER HETTANGIAN
OF BARROW-UPON-SOAR, LEICESTERSHIRE
by

J.Martin, E.Frey and J.Riess
ABSTRACT

The Barrow-upon-Soar, Leicestershire, area produced the
first-ever recorded occurrence of the preservation of soft tissue
in ichthyosaurs. It remains one of the few places anywhere
providing unequivocal evidence for the soft-part morphology of
these animals, One or more of the many fossil-rich horizons in
the lower Hettangian (Lower Jurassic) of Barrow seem to represent
conditions suitable for the preservation of soft tissue, in this
case probably by bacterial or fungal action, but there is today
no useful exposure of the beds concerned. A number of specimens
from Barrow in the collections of Leicestershire Museum since the
mid-nineteenth century and now freshly prepared have provided
vital new information about form and locomotion in ichthyosaurs.
INTRODUCTION

HISTORY OF DISCOVERY

The first description of an ichthyosaur with soft tissue
preservation was given by William Buckland in the Bridgwater
Treatise of 1836 and in Anon (1837). The specimen, from Barrowupon-Soar, had been presented to the Oxford Museum, which
Buckland had been instrumental in founding, by the Reverend
Robert Gutch of "Segrave". Seagrave adjoins Barrow to the east
and is close to many of the known nineteenth century quarries.
Plate 10 of the Bridgwater Treatise includes a detail of what
is described as a small ichthyosaur;
it shows the wrinkled
surface and striated structure which we now recognise as diagnostic
of the preservation of the soft tissue of ichthyosaur skin and
paddles (hydrofoil limbs or flippers).
For many years Barrow remained the only locality where
ichthyosaurs with soft tissue preservation were found. Of these
early finds, published examples are the paddle of Ichthyosaurus
communis described by Owen (1840) and the slab described and
figured by Lydekker (1889) as a left pectoral paddle of
I.intermedius. The second example is probably the only fossil in
the world to be exhibited in two places at the same time (Pl,l),
as the main slab is presently displayed at New Walk Museum,
Leicester, while the counter slab is at the British Museum,
Natural History, in London. Other references to Barrow specimens
include those by Anon (1864; "WD" - probably W. Davies of the
This paper is an expanded version of a talk given by
Frey and Riess at a joint Leicester University Department
of Adult Education/ Leicester Literary and Philosophical
Society, Section C (Geology) symposium on Saturday,
February 1st, 1986.
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Ez,nnplc~:.i of ::-s,1ft

1-_i;,s11p preSE'rV<:1.l-.ion

:::;n;1r, Lt:J_{'1:";:-Jter~-:;hi.r:-e.

Irnrn

HtJ..r1··n1.11-- 1 1pon

Scale b<ir -= '.")Omrri3

Icflt-J1\'nE;;-:iu.ruf"_; communis~
Brit:i;:;h M1i::-~.;t-:um (M,itu1--d1
H~f;ti::.1ry) SJY?cirnen RlbC·--l, fi;p1rpd L~.rdck},:cr J
h. JchtJp.·{1~3d1!rtlf:) comnnn1isa Leice··:Jt-P.cf;hirP f,·1t1f.;eum:c-;
:-_·.;r:,f:-'~~·irn,'?n C-:40601.889; cnunterp,::irt of Hlf1(}4
~Icht.11yosaurus comnnlnis? 'The-·,
dr:scr i}y::d ,lr1(j
<1,.

f1qurcd by Owen ( lfi40 ,md lB
Leicp:=;tt~r;:,h i. rr"" ;••1'. 1;;~~~,-:ms
lcl1tl1\'os:1urus tenuirost.ris.
OS ~H)ol.9.c_i3;
de!tail of tail bE"lEJP ShfJ',<,l_in~~ r)o~);:-;-j Llt:
c-•mbr:·n bones~

e,

I;•hi·.tr,/u~;;:iurus 1-enuiros1-.r_i_::·:,
Lr".";.i.ci:~st-.f~r:::;1i irr:: M<1tic~1.,uns
~-l.~)~·;3;
complctf::? ~31\.f-~1etor1 (ovr:!r-~,;11 lf-:nqtJ·1 ?'.-')4Urnrn)
Q

D:-3

Bri l·. LsL. }h.1.SE::l.Un, Nd,tu.ra.1. History , OWfYCl ( 1865;

thi;_: l [~-10 spc:::ci::r~f;n
In adc1itjon to 11u.c:k.la.n.d~s
and Uwe.n~ s spccimHns f'rom the G rly ninett~cnth centnr~f» it .i.D
<11 so h:r:.ow·n tha.t:. Manto.11 developed a.way I:rost o.f tl1e sort t:Lssut➔
pr~:servE-id ori a Barrow specimen that came into his possession

rt:~-~doscribed)

a.nd Andrews (1924

(Anon 1064)"
The first notice of ichthyosaur soft tissue from other
localities dc1tes from the short note by Fraas (1894) on a specimen the ri.rr,t of many showing the contour of the body outline - from
the upper Lic1s of Holzmaden, Wurttemberg, West Germany, AJ though
the, deservedJy famous complete ichthyosaurs from HoJzmaden
certainly have soft tissue preserved·» there remains, in our viewi
some doubt as t.o the authenticity of the remark.ably undistorted
body outlines they purport to show.
Nea.rJy all the "k.nown ichthyosaur soft tissue cor.:i.es from
Ha.r-.row-upon-~Soar or HolzmadE~n;
other exrimples have beE:n reported
from the T.ltboni«n of Solnhofen, Bayern, West Germany (Bauer,
1898), from the lower Lias of Somerset (Chaning Pearce, 1846) and
Gloucesten!hire (Delaire, 1966), and from the Callovian of
Cambridgeshire, England (Martill, 1985),
l.n this paper we concentrate on tho less wrJl.l ..,.known but
we give an accou:n.t of t.hr~
geolo~..JY and stratigraphy of the lower Lias {Hettang::i.an) of the

importunt Barrow-upon-Soar fossils~

arcrt inclnciin~; a. revi.i:.=w of:· significant. published worK, iYi. an
attc;npt to identify the fossil-bear.insr horizons wiLh Eioft. tJ.s~·ri.:u2
J)XElf:>(frv:::1Lions dnd. WE~ briefly consider the style of soft tissue
f):tt~scr·i./a·tion
Tl-ic: spectmene in thr:; C'OllcJcti.on of Leicr:?:steruhirf.d
Muse"\.,Jnt.:i :-trc dPsc:rib,::-d and, finally, 1,H➔. discuss l:.ht1 impact ( ) f the
toEsi.1.s ori. t.h01 .recent new rE:~constructions of 1.i-i;.rinq ic:hthyosau.rs
;/j

0

(Riess, in press)~
GEOLOGY AND S'fRATIGRAPHY
The lower Liassic limestones of the Barrow-upon Soar area
have beGn worl~ed for Lime ( used on the Jand and in mortar) and
ab buildi:ng stonP for at least seven centuries~ 'There is no
docu.m\!'.~Jr,t.a:ri- evidence for earlier working 1 for examplQ by the
Rom.:-trI.Ei in. t·.hc;:i.r sophistica.tE~d bui.ldinq or by Saxon church_ builders;
t.hc ca.r:l.iest \,;r_i tten .rE~cord is of 115-4 - 11B9 rer1ortt:~d in thf!
Hi.xtCE)ntLt cc::11t.U:t)" Chi1ryte~ S Rent all~
It is KrH.J1°Jn tl1at:. Barro-,,,;- lilHC'dd,[:-3 usr:.:c..i in t·b.n c:on,st.ruction of the: first BPa.. u.ma.nor I--Iall ( 1277) 1
the Lt.: ic·f···:ster Guj_Jdh;:ill {1306), thP o.r.i~1ina.l West. BridqE-Ji Lo.icestcr
{ i32j) dnd FZ.f.t:by T--11.ixloc: Cast.Jc, ( 11.J.Bl) 5' the first 1:.1ric·k a.nd mcrtz-1.r
tiu:ild.i.n.J i.n tbc~ Midlnnd;::;.,
1

:N.!.(:ho'J.~ ( J.800) ·{,:t"a.s the f.irr:-;t a.·utbor to r:..1hJ i.:?·h

der~c ·r-iptior

of tl1c r(;cks ar:1 their succE-.::1ssi.on, not.ir:.q si:.~:ven J.3rncstnnE? "'fJ.ocn:sn

''.i;t/:~:::(~i;c/' ~;~r~ i.;e;i:;~:s ~h:;~~0~~ ~,"~:";:·:~t::ci;;_~ 'c;:;~otl:c~l1;~tnq
1

bi \ral VE?:::.~

Presumably even older than 1800 are the informal quarry
workers' names for the beds, including "rummels" for a limestone
at the top of the sequence, mentioned by Nichols but first
published by Harrison (1877). This working stratigraphy was
apparently full and accurate, can be correlated with published
formal lithological sections (Table 1), and is frequently the
only key to the identification of old museum specimens with
particular horizons in any attempt to reconstruct a modern
biostratigraphy.
Jukes (1838) described the lithologies in the lower part
of the succession, noting seven bands of hard stone ("marlstone")
alternating with shaley clay within which hard fossiliferous
nodules occurred. The highly fossiliferous nature of both
shales and limestones was emphasised. Indeed, the enthusiasm of
early writers and the known collecting of fossils from Barrow as
early as the late eighteenth century suggests that had there been
a Mary Anning at Barrow, this part of Leicestershire might have
been as seminally important to palaeontology as Lyme Regis and
Dorset became. Jukes (1842) published the first measured section
from Barrow-upon-Soar, comparing the section there with that
recorded by him at Hoton, east of Loughborough. This was also
the first published notice of the collecting and dealing of
William Lee of Barrow, through whose hands many of the best
nineteenth century fossils, including some of those now in museums
in Birmingham, Cambridge, Dublin and Leicester, are known to have
passed.
Brodie (1857; 1867a and b) was especially interested in the
insect-bearing beds in the Lias of Gloucestershire, Worcestershire,
Warwickshire and Leicestershire. The 1857 paper included a
measured section of the upper beds at Barrow-upon-Soar; the later
papers concentrated on Brodie's successful search for fossil
insects in the Barrow limestones.
Harrison (1877) included in a full measured section of "a
large pit between Barrow and Sileby", probably at SK 595163, all
the quarry workers' names for the worked beds and their overburden,
and began to use ammonites as zonal indicators. Woodward (1893),
Fox-Strangways (1903) and Lamplugh (1909) completed publication
of the total exposed thickness of Hettangian rocks in the area
and added notes on several more diagnostic fossils. By 1918,
though, Trueman had only one quarry (at approximately SK 598161)
available for comparison with Lias exposures elsewhere. By then
all the forty or so other pits known to have been in operation
at one time or another around Barrow had closed, and all later
work has been based largely on old records and museum specimens.
The one surviving pit is that near Sileby at SK 598161;
this is almost certainly the pit measured by Trueman (1918), but
it is now flooded and there is no exposure. Two streams cross
the area; of these one, the Sileby Brook, has a few poor outcrops
of weathered limestone but provides little useful information
61
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while the other. between Barrow and Sileby, has no good
exposure and is densely overgrown.
Consequently, the only information available to enable us
to reconstruct the stratigraphy of the Barrow area has beP.n the
published descriptions and sections, together with unpublished
notes ( principally by Harrison and Montagu Browne), specimen
registers and actuc1l specimens in the collection of Leice:3te.rshi.re Museums Service.
It has been possible to identify and
describe 24 individual beds of Rhaetian and Hettangian age in
more or less detail, as follows, beginning with the lowest bed.

RHAETIAN
1.

"White Burs" limestone.
a. Very fine, white porcellanous
limestone. b. Coarser, crystalline banded limestone. c.
Shaley limestone (calcareous shale) at base with bivalves.

2.

"Slavin" shale. Grey-buff shale with Saurichthys acuminatus,
rare ichthyosaurs.

3.

"Black Rummels" .Limestone.
a. Coarse-grained crystalline
limestone with shell debris and Ostrea liassica, Lima,
Cardium, etc. b. Fine, pale grey silty limestone with smallscale laminations.

,1,

Shale. Described as "brown" by Trueman ( 1918)
information.

- no other

HET1'ANGIAN
5.

"Four Foot" limestone. Hard, splintery laminated limestone
with insects, "Cidaris" spines. First occurrence or Psiloceras
planorbis.

6.

"Four Foot Calf shale. Finely laminated calcareous shale
with fish scales, Dapedius sp. and "saurian remains".

7.

"Good for Nothing" limestone. Pale blue or grey, weathering
pale brown, fine grained, finely laminated limestone.
Psiloceras planorbis common.
Ichthyosaurus spp., Plesiosaurus
sp., fish scales, Heterolepidotus sp., Dapedius sp.

8.

"Good for Nothing Calf" shale. Very fossiliferous, with
records of Ichthyosaurus sp., Plesiosaurus sp., :rish scales,
Heterolepidotus sp.

9.

"Bottom Floer" limestone. Blue-grey, weathering buff, finely
laminc1ted limestone, nodular top and bottom.
Ichthyosaurus
tenuirostris, Plesiosaurus macrocephalus. Probably includes
soft tissue preservation.

1D.
1. .1...

2.
13~

11

Bottcrn Floor Calf" shaleo

"Second Hog" limestone.

Shale, :lmpersistent.
0

Hcq"

limestone.

Dcipedl l:!_§_ sp.

Beds 11

·- lJ have Ps.iloce_ca.s plunorbis.9

Bed 12 may be absent.
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14.
15.

"Hog Calf" shale.

Dapedius sp., Pholidophorus sp.

"Top Hurs" limestone.
Blue, nodular, crystalline limestone.
Psiloceras planorbis, insects, Palaeotermes ellisii (? - or
in bed 17), fish scales, Lima sp.

l 6.

"Hur Calf" shale.

l 7.

"Second Floor"

limestone.

laminated limestone.
(? - or in bed 15).

Hard, blue-grey, fine-grained
Fish, insects, Palaeotermes ellisii

1 B.

"Second F 1 oor C e1lf "shale.
Thinly laminated brown-qrey or
black calcareous shale with fish etc.
-

19.

"First Floor" limestone.
Blue, weathering buff limest_one
with Plesiosaurus sp., Pholidophorus stricklandi.
Psi1oceras
planorbis rare ( Fox-Strangways).

20.

'"Rummels Calf" shale.
Finely laminated, dark brown or blue
"paper" shale.
Abundant Caloceras johnstoni, .Dapedius sp. ,
Inoceramus ventricosus.

:21 ~

Rumrnels' or 'Roof Bed" limestone.
Mc:i_ssive, ea1 th~,.,) qrey·1,rown, weathering yellow, fossiliferous limestone.
··
Psiloceras planorbis, "Amm. angulatus" (Harrison, 1877),
Limct aigantea, Cerithium sp., Modiola sp.,

.22.

11

1

"The Roak 11

1

shale.

Blue shale or clay,

sometimes pyritic or

with limestone nodules.
Schlotheimia anqulata, Aeqoceras
catenatum;
in lower part Waehneroceras sp., Caloceras
jo1rnstoni.
23.

"Burk H1:rs" limestone.
Variable or impersisten, limes·Lone.
Schlotheimia angulata, Cidaris edwardsi, "BelonorLvnchus
:1cutus." ( :--:: "Belonostomus 3..cutus" in Harrison
1877) .

24.

"Slavin" shale.
Argillaceous shale with Grvphaea incurva,
Pentacrinus briareus, Aegoceras catenatum, Schlotheimia
anoulatc!, Schlotheimia (Waehneroceras) iapetus (Spath) in
Donovan, 1954.

j

Nei thc,r from the published descriptions nor from the many
hundreds of lithological and palaeontological spec.trnens in
museum collections does it seem to be possible to spec:ify with
confidence which beds have provided the examples of soft tissup
preservation.
If the complete Ichthyosaurus tenuirostris with

soft tissue, Leicestershire Museums G.US.90.1953, is the specimen
cited by Harrison ( 1877), it was from bed 9, the "Bottom Floor"
limestorle~
Otherwise the units are lithologically too simiJ.ar
but internally t.oo variable to permit correlation of the soft
t_issue preservation specimens which have no stratJ_graphic data
with the known bed names.
It is only possible to predict in
gener~,1 that ;1n_y of the limestones bet1veen and including bed 19
(!!First Floor") and bed 7 ( 11 Goo~ for l'Jol:.Ling"), and poss:ibly the
inc1'.-!Clecl sh:1le~:, could contain soft tissue~ preser"'✓ at.Jon.
Other

expecu d po:ir,ters to the lik€lihood of such presE,rvation would
0

G4

be an organic carbon content of more than 4% (Martill, pers,

comm.) and very fine laminations within the limestones, whether
massive or nodular, indicating an undisturbed depositional
environment.
SOFT TISSUE PRESERVATION
,:-..1s t. ,~s :Ln rn~;s ,-_ other }cnn1,,,n cases of so£ 1~ ~-iss-:..1Ppreserva 1- .1c)n 1 tLe Bi 1.::::-row-upon--Soar examples de; not l:-'Ol7Si.st
the :1ri,;1ina.J organic substances.
The fossils ~:ppec1!- to bt! -,,'(-'T_'),/
•·_1r,1;:;_:;_:, deL,-ti.iG(1 1.ithL~ied ccts-i:.s. 11.1Joreover, rr)thcr. tl1<-Lli -~~nrplr~;
:necl,_an:r~2L cep}c .c0me'-1t, it h2s br;:en demc;nstr-=-·1t<:::d by M;·1rt_i_J._1 ( ;n
, , ~ -th.::-i"'!_ ~,~ -::J·1.er l--r~cteri;-l oc f 1.-1nqJ_, nr bott".: . 1,_,r~ c<:.--=-' t->.e ~!'-:,-'!
t,y w·t--1_i c..,
soft \ issue w a.s prese:-:ved in tLe L,~ic <."<-; L'-~J ~-=-:hi r,~
0

1

'.-let 1:

~:r:;J -:n

~- ho"\•E:. ,

>u.,,,c 'c:PE'~
i1
(.n.r Ecce.nF: -.:)t Hessel, Ht~ssc1,, ~•'4:~;;t ~::.1-!1·n,
r--·ur;q:.--,..: ltL,:i.:.
1:,~-::'(::':c'- f.;___'und jn fictrro,_,,, specimens bo-1-_1-! F;.La.hi 1
1-r.·:1 cl:~)"' p",-,i·c /.,_1(;.3_~:, ,:f ichtY,yosa.u.J: skin, whiJ.r.:. /,.)L.;Ju1
1-1:-,-,-.:- r.,eE:::
:.~ Cr.1.l 1c.i•Jia-ct ichthycJ.saLr f-~-o-rr! 1.1,t-:df-:._,rc-lsl-,
..:'-.f 1~s1 1"1 L i c.1_ l. ci 1.lrc c :'.i.r-ca.::)SE'S anaerobic br.cLer l_ ;:_-, ._;y f·_.: 1 t-:
un t F: .sclt ti:.;::--:;u(..:J co•,rerin;r ~he ·,,./Lr_.-1c- :1vc:l i
,.v.~7.-~1. c.7 den0;e.:J - 11.::ic'.\..ed lc1yer:- or Ttt,~"t
Uht:-:.n ·t_r,::-::-. cur tt11:: ,-l-.C)'if::'nging mic::ri.:.i·- 1 ·rgac1-_:.1i1;--::r.Le:.·, 11 t-h_: ;::;..:?r:1 by their own w·::_1s~~(~ p::r- ·J. 1.1cL:-:-:
rvrli~·
:1ur;~:.c1:c-;_
r:,1-✓ C: t_·:-i.?en ~~·S~Pnt-ial1y phospha1 __i_c (._--i. p2t-:.2.t::--?,:
. .i lc:s (~ :·
lle }-._;,11-::; ,.::1l;30 bee:1 obs:-:-:rved 5 ~..n,.:.~ic.--::·~in(; ,:·11
Je~st wi~hir1 the car·cass.
What
prs~·r
!_ f j
d l:.acte:c 1._;-_1 ~ fung-i or pt~rhaps ,_d '::.~:u;:, ,._·h
;cp1_._--:_itc.:
g!.· 1~-.:1+ c1c·c11r·,::-1.~._.:-y
he nrigjna·; fo~·rri nf ~-h1c:-·
_1 '-' 7
f_l1-is ::-~ty1e uf pr2servation it i:.-: r_1bvio·.,~.:, t_l;.:_\l
L iSSL~(: •
ve1:y .st.-: t;le r:1·icr(J(:-~'·~·r:./iconment must nave exif.-;tr~d
t.:.--1·-;t ti1r·
__ ·f

n 1 ,1_,.__:;~

:<:iJ

lt:'r;

;jc

sca•..ren~:.v::· s l·ad enc.,ugh time to wor}::. through all t:17-e =-1'/G.i 12::J;_e
soft ~is~~ue, and tl1is could have happened either withir1 ~~e
sedLnent en ir~sidr: th'2 carcas.s, or could have been 1_',r':Y'l_ld1::·d
~he funqal ri.1ats them.c:e}vc~s~

ICPT>-{YUSAOI<i WITH SOFT TISSUE PRESERVATlON IN
THE COLLECTIONS CiF' LEICESTERSHIRE MUSEJJ.1S

G4GG.188'~e
P~rts of ribcage and forelimb wit~ soft
in::-;ide ril:.>c0cre :-tnd ~round limb. (Plate l b , F1-9, c 1;)
The Jeadiny edge c_;f the limb, in front of the phalang{~S,
is ccnstructed of f ib.cous structures running paralle.l to t.!.1.e
lon'::i 0.Xi.s of the limb*
Proxim::illy these fibres foJ low th2notched ccntour \):: the .Limb in front of the lJumerus be:·cn2
t.Jrning l..·Jrwards to defjne the; outline of the "nee}:" 1:eqic,r:
ThE t.r a i. l in~J edge is broad ( half tne widt.h of al 1 the ph;::J.l ci.il<:Jt~s
and consists uf long, bone or ossified carti_lage, ra1s err~eddec~
in fibro~s matrix, both rays and fibres being p~rpendicuiar t~
the long ax:is of \-.he limb.
T1-1is is confirmed (:i}' the Ct1untr2rp_-:rt,
British Museum (Natural History) Rl664 (L:-,,dekkery 1U~i9),
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,ihich the outline of the trailing edge is seen more cle,,rly.
Proximally lhe trailing edge is separated from the animal"s
fL:ml, by a deep notch, maKing the flipper an effective free
hy·=lro~oi.l capable of movement independently of the humerus.

The material inside the ribcage is disorganised debris,
presumably gut cor1tent.
G737.1889 (100.1949.130)

Large forelimb witl1 post~rior

ph.-:il_ingeal rows.

Dist-;1lly there a_ce areas of skin surruundinci and oarLly
a patc11 of trailir1g edg~ ra)·s- jr1 Llfs
1;0:-,ition and:i scalterC?d throu9hout., qrcups c_;f f,J.ngal or ,1J;;2.l
CJ 1.:J.ments.
Pruximully there is an exteno.i_·ve cc1 vc--':r cf str:u.c:-LJ.:t.-eless or~1anic de~:ni.s, including patches of tern sJ..:,._,_n, bel0!lu-1ite
hou"J.,:.lE::ts ~ bone frugme0ts and fungaJ or a.J.c;,J.J fil;-=:_mt=T1L;-:, 1,..rt, ;_(:h
c,verlylr1g the µhalangcs,

muy

be •;iut contr_=::~its

Parti~l limb with metata~sals,
t1-a_l_2ir:g ~•ci1~c~ has n.n area of r2~
w .\_ +. h et ~ 1_unbF r of disloc~ted r~y

"Ly
L .I :::->t}LH-~

,,_,} l

j_c_ 1!

Fr:rl and(:e,unterpu21-.
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rd~S~
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pc,=:~t.
of
out.lire is -:tefined Ly a mor1:_:, u1

c:dgt:-',

,ir'-1 j_n
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the ''croo·_,< 11

,~ ~nd gran~tlQI material,
lLO. i.94L) .J
larqe fcn:elimb"

:::c.

.l(.
::_ir
'. __ilpt~Fr ;.:,t)r;t
l~:.ss :•tru.c~:L . .i·e\:
possit1, body wall ~0s,

?art and cot1!1terpart.

~!ecii2J

po1·~icr• cJf 3

One tJart ~as ossified
TrailinCJ <c:clcw up to 80mm wide.
cartil~ge or bor1e rn.)rs preserved larg0lt ~s impr~ssions
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a

Fig, 1.

Types of soft tissue preserved in specimens from
Barrow-upon-Soar in the collections of Leicestershire Museums. Scale bar= 50 mm.
b. G406.1889
c. 8448.1891
d. 8435,1891
organic debris, undifferentiated.
rays forming trailing edge of flipper
skin, with shrinkage wrinkles
muscle or connective tissue.

a. 8441.1891

Key:

1.
2.
3.
4.

perpendicular to the long axis of the limb, with some indication
of wrinkles or fibres between the rays but parallel with the
long axis. The counterpart has skin preserved, clearly wrinkled
parallel with the long axis of the limb and, in many places,
torn and disrupted, perhaps by post-mortem shrinking.
OS 90.1953. Ichthyosaurus tenuirostris. Near-complete
skeleton with partial body outline in neck, forelimb, rear
dorsal and base of tail regions,(Plate 1 d),
In the tail base area the soft tissue is apparently zoned,
with black carbonaceous material surrounding the vertebrae and
between the haemal arches("chevron bones"), arcs of partially
ossified tissue joining one neural spine to its neighbour, and
laths of pale muscle or connective tissue forming outer zones
both dorsally and ventrally.
Under the pelvis and tail base there is a long, slender bone
or bone fragment which, by comparison with specimens from
Holzmaden, could be interpreted as part of the jaws of an embryo.
For biomechanical reasons it is unlikely that the tail base
region of the main skeleton would have been stiffened by such
a bone.
The leading edge of the right forelimb is preserved, running
parallel with the humerus and forward into the "neck",
OS 91,1953. Near-complete skeleton with gut contents,
including belemnite hooklets.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BARROW-UPON-SOAR SPECIMENS
Barrow-upon-Soar, as mentioned in the introduction, was the
first locality for soft tissue preservation, but the significance
of the specimens for the reconstruction of the morphology and
ecology of ichthyosaurs was not recognised until recently. Then,
in a systematic analysis of the locomotion potential of the
Ichthyopterygia, one of us (Riess 1985) showed that ichthyosaur
limbs must have functioned as effective hydrofoils; this implied
that they must have had a hydrodynamic profile with a rigid
leading edge and flexible trailing edge - a structure found
universally in underwater wings in modern vertebrates including
marine turtles (Chelonia), penguins {Spheniscidae) and sea-lions
(Otariidae). The conjectured structure agrees closely with the
real structure now known to be preserved in soft tissue specimens
from Holzmaden and Barrow-upon-Soar. The specimen described by
Owen (1840 and 1865) shows apparently rigid, plate-like structures
at the distal end of the leading edge of the limb, while the
limb described by Lydekker (1889) (BMNH Rl664, Leicestershire
Museums G406,1889 - part and counterpart) has a dense mass of
tissue preserved at the front edge. Both these examples are
front limbs; the same structure can be seen at the base of a
limb in a complete skeleton (Leicestershire Museums G.0S.90.1953)
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Fig. 2.

New reconstruction of Ichthyosaurus ~ s.s. based on
soft tissue preservation specimens in the collections
of Leicestershire Museums.
(From an original by
E. Frey).

The last specimen also shows how the leading edge of the limb
broadens proximally to run smoothly into the animal's side.
The trailing edge, as seen in the three examples, consists
of a broad rim of skin supported by bone or ossified cartilage
rays - a structure similar to that in Sarcopterygian "fishes".
Distally the flipper narrows to a point, unsupported by the
phalanges, while proximally the trailing edge broadens and
sweeps back into a posteriorly directed lobe which is separated
by a notch from the animal's flank. The rays are also well
preserved in a Holzmaden specimen in the University Museum,
Tubingen (GPIT 1491/7).
The Barrow-upon-Soar soft tissue specimens clearly demonstrate
that ichthyosaurs possessed limbs which were effective hydrofoils,
and confirm the predictions made about them on biomechanical
considerations. Other conjectures about the shape and general
hydrodynamics of ichthyosaurs, for example the absolute and
relative lengths of the two lobes of the tail, the angle made
by the ventral lobe of the tail with the vertebral column, and
the position and size of the dorsal fin, have been confirmed by
reinterpretation of soft tissue specimens from Holzmaden. The
two sources of information together make it possible to
reconstruct the living ichthyosaur as an active "underwaterflying" predator, using the large front limbs as the main source
of propulsion, the three points of hind limbs and dorsal fin for
stabilisation, and the tail for steering. (Fig.2).
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Beethoven and his 19th-century Analysts
Ian Bent
Lecture delivered on 20th January 1986
The year 1799 saw the rise of one of Europe's greatest
musical journals - a journal which was to be a powerful arbiter
of taste for the all-important opening decades of the 19th
century, and was then to fulfil the equally significant
functions of a spur to new aesthetic attitudes and, inevitably,
as the butt for the younger, emergent, journal editors:-the
Leipzig "Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung", founded by the
powerfully influential Friedrich Rochlitz.
From its year of inception, the journal published articles
on Beethoven's music. In due course, it was to carry the first
true landmark of Beethoven, the mighty review of Beethoven's
Fifth Symphony, written at the publication of the score and
parts of that work in 1810 by E.T.A. Hoffmann. But for the
initial nine years, it was to present humbler stuff: announcements of publication, reports on performances, reviews of
published works, and a host of miscellaneous material.
The substance of these early journal articles has long
since been sifted and filtered into the great Beethoven
biographies, e.g. those by Wegeler and Ries, by Nahl, by
Thayer and, most recently and brilliantly, by Maynard Solomon.
We may feel that its value for us is fully spent. Yet I see
it as the ground in which all the analyses of Beethoven's music
that were made in the 19th century took root, or perhaps better
as the high-ground from which those analyses flowed. There are
several principal streams which flowed from it, and these form
the main topics of Beethoven analysis. They concern biography
(the relationship of Beethoven's life to his music), textual
criticism (the accuracy of his scores), creative process (the
way in which his works evolved in his mind), and executancy
(the technical and interpretative problems of performance).
All of these resulted in analyses not of one kind but of
several:
a bundle of traditions of thought, running in parallel,
and with certain things in common. A frame for this might best
be provided by citing two extremes:
on the one hand a purely
poetic analysis, on the other a purely technical one - the
first comprising all words, the second comprising virtually
none.
In 1846, Richard Wagner proposed Beethoven's Ninth Symphony
for his Palm Sunday concert with the royal orchestra at Dresden.
He met with great opposition, but gathered his support skilfully.
In addition to 'planting' favourable anonymous notices in the
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main Dresden newspaper, he also drafted a programme note for
the symphony. He described this as 'a kind of Programme,
after the precedent of the Book-of-words for choral pieces;
a guide to an emotional understanding of the work - not
directed to a critical analysis, but purely to react upon
the hearer's feeling'. His technique was to describe the general
effect of each main section of the work, and then to introduce
a passage of poetry from Goethe's Faust as a mirror to the
feelings of that section.
By contrast, Johann Christian Lobe, a member of the
circle of artists and thinkers around Goethe, personal friend
of many great composers, and immensely influential writer on
music, analysed the second movement of Beethoven's String
Quartet Op.18 No.l in his manual of musical composition, written
between 1850 and 1867. Lobe's entire method was based on what
he knew of Beethoven's compositional procedures. Using his
acquaintance with the composer's sketchbooks and autographs,
he devised a system of analysis made up solely of musical
notation combined with purely technical terms and symbols to
designate musical structure.
If these are the extremes of our field of Beethoven
analysis, then most 19th-century analysis operates within the
middleground of this field. Two good, contrasting examples are
the work of the Russian civil servant Wilhelm von Lenz and the
learned music theorist Adolph Bernhard Marx. It was von Lenz
who first articulated the idea (originally posed by Fran~oisJoseph Fetis) that Beethoven's music fell into three 'periods'
His "Beethoven et ses trois styles" ( 1852) contains many
detailed analyses, principally of the piano sonatas. These
include no musical examples. Their language is often flowerily
descriptive and yet it contains much that is technical as well.
While von Lenz was an amateur writing for music lovers,
Marx was a professional writing for those in the music business.
His book on the life and works of Beethoven (1859) contains many
lengthy and detailed analyses of major works, including the
symphonies, concertos, Fidelio and the Missa Solernnis. It is
interesting to compare von Lenz's analysis of the piano sonata
Op .10 No. 2 with that of Marx. Marx thinks structurally, whereas
von Lenz thinks in terms of the character of material, Whereas
von Lenz abandons his discussion as soon as all the material is
in play, Marx works carefully through, making a point about the
cyclic nature of a movement, drawing attention to the developmental
processes going on within the music.
The late 19th- and early 20th-centuries saw a great surge
of analytical interest in Beethoven, Kretzchmar, Riemann,
Schoenberg, Schenker and many others. Yet the four examples
tl1at I have given represent the lines of mid-19th-century
tradi.tion which led to these,

Professor Ian Bent
Department of Music
University of Nottingham

Received 30th May, 1986.
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ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1985-6
Since our last A.G.M. the Society has lost a greatly
respected and much loved Member and Past President - Mrs Cicely
Williams. The Society is the poorer for her loss but the richer
for the great interest in and concern for its affairs. She will
be greatly missed.
Some of the winter's lectures would not have been available
to us but for the generous sponsorship of the Leicester City
Council Recreation Committee (Liverpool Garden Festival); the
University Bookshop (From Moscow to Samarkand); and the Leicester
Mercury (Lobbying for the Press).
The Society's fullest appreciation is due to:
a)

The Museum Staff:
as usual they have been splendid - the
room, seating, projector, piano have all been ready when
required and the necessary staff have been in attendance
at the right time.

b)

Dr. Khan:
an incredible man who has not only arranged the
programme but has, with unfailing regularity supplied the
President with a potted history and c.v. of each of the
speakers.

c)

Dr. John Florance:
in his inimitable way has been
responsible for the preparation of Press Reports, a task
which could not have been placed in better hands.

d)

Dr. Lewis: LEWIS - an interesting name. Within the context
of my own profession as an architect it has a specific
significance - for in the "Builders Dictionary" published
in 1 734, A LEWIS is described as:
"An eccentric piece of
equipment ..•. used to lift and carry heavy loads". I
cannot comment on the eccentricity but I can endorse that
our LEWIS, as Honorary Secretary, can and does lift and
carry heavy loads.

e)

Mrs. Rablen who has served as Membership Secretary with
quiet efficiency for no less than eight years.

f)

Mr. Goodwin - a Treasurer beyond price - who has kept the
Society accounts with great skill and dedication, has
reported regularly upon the situation and has shown no signs
of melancholia when minor additional expenditure has been
mooted.

g)

Mr. Bailey, who, as auditor, has endorsed the accuracy of
the Treasurer's Ac::counts with characteristic anonyrni ty.

h)

Dr. Ford who continues to serve the Society c1s Editor of
the Transactions - another arduous job well done. Bear a
thought for his labours when you receive your copy.

i)

Mr. Mann, who has so regularly prepared coffee AND cleared
away afterwards:
a service greatly appreciated.
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During the year four new members have joined our Council:
Dr. John Florance, Mrs. T. Walker-Palin, Mr. R.H. Long, and
Mrs. M. Silver.
To them all we bid them welcome and wish them
many years of service to the Society.
We have, however, received the resignation from Council of
Miss Stanton, who joined the Society in 1930. She became a
Member of Council and in 1975 became President. She has indeed
served the Society well.
President-Elect Mr. Archibald Orton has accepted the
Nomination of Council. We wish him well in his year of Office.

THE PROGRAMME OF THE 144th SESSION, 1985-86
7 October
Oh Mistress Mine - President"s Address
by L. Lloyd-Smith
21 October
The Liverpool Garden Festival - An Example
of Urban Regeneration - Rodney D. Beaumont, Partner,
William Gillespie and Partners, Landscape Architects.
(Lecture sponsored by the Leicester City Council
Recreation Committee).
4 November
The Splendours and Miseries of British
Rail's Building Heritage - Bernard Kaukas, British Rail.
18 November
There are Risks and Risks - Professor R.
Kilpatrick, C.B.E., Dean of Medicine, University of
Leicester.
2 December
Leicester Mercury Lecture: Lobbying for the
Press. David Newell, Head of Government and Legal Affairs,
The Newspaper Society.
6 January
Tropical Forests - Are they really disappearing?
With Natural History Section - Dr. T. Whitmore, Senior
Research Officer, Unit of Tropical Sylviculture, Oxford
Forestry Institute.
20 cJanuary
Beethoven and 19th Century Analysis Professor Ian Bent, Department of Music, University of
Nottingham.
3 February
Samarkand.

University Bookshop Lecture: From Moscow to
Mr. J. R. Schofield.

17 February
Inn Signs and Shop Signs of the Midlands Mr. K. F. Day, A.I.B., Broadcaster and Writer.
3 March
Earthquake Prediction - With Geology Section Dr. R, Muir-Wood,
1 7 March
Micro-Electronics in Medicine - Professor
N. B. Jones, Department of Engineering, University of
Leicester.
7 May
Annual General Meeting followed by a
Song Recital by Barbara and Michael Hardy.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE NATURAL HISTORY SECTION FOR 1985
President:
Chairman:
Vice-Chairman:
Hon. Treasurer:
Hon. Secretary:
Hon. Asst. Secretary:
Hon. Programme Secretary:
Hon. Editor:
Committee:

I. M. Evans, M.A., F.M.A.

J. D. Cooper, M.A.
P. Lucas
Miss E. I. Clay
Mrs. E. C. Loosmore
Mrs. D. Thompson, B.Sc.
Miss J. E. Dawson, M.A., A.M.A.
Mrs. D. Thompson, B.Sc.
Mrs. J. Allen (elected 1985)
Mrs. G.M. Ball, B.A. (retired 1985)
M. T. Billings
Mrs. T. Brown
Mrs. M. Gillham
H. Godsmark (elected 1985)
Mrs. V. Hennessey (elected 1985)
Mrs. D. Koffman, M.D. (retired 1985)
P. Lucas
Mrs J. Owen, B.A. Ph.D.(retired 1985)
K. Shilcock (retired 1985)
Mr. E.J.W. Venable (elected 1985)
Mrs. G. Warren (elected 1985)
S. F. Woodward (co-opted)
D. A. C. McNeil, B.Sc., Ph.D.
(retired 1985)

There were two issues of the Newsletter during 1985 under the
editorship of Doreen Thompson.
One outdoor meeting was included in the 1985 winter programme,
a Bird Watch with Harry Ball, at the Wanlip Gravel Pits;
all
the other meetings were, as usual, held at the Museum. The
13th Sowter Memorial Lecture, given by John Tinning of the
Leicestershire Badger Group. was on 'Badgers in Leicestershire
and their Conservation•. The Joint Meeting with the Parent Body
concerned the 'Wild Life of the Domestic Cat' and other lectures
dealt with Slugs and Snails in Britain, Canada Geese, Insects
and Thistles, and so on. After the AGM in March a very
successful social evening was held,
In the summer there were two full-day excursions, the first, in
,June to Suffolk and Cambridgeshire (led by members of the
County Trusts), and the second, to Worcestershire in July (led
by Dr. D. G. Goddard and site wardens).
All the meetings were much appreciated by the membership, who,
as always, are grateful to Jan Dawson for all she does to make
both summer and winter programmes so enjoyable.
Paid up membership £or the year was 185.
Ordinary meetings were held at fortnightly intervals, and the
average attendance for the second half of the 1984/85 winter
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session was 61 to hear the following speakers:
2nd January
16th January
21st January
30th
10th
13th
27th
13th
27th

January
February
February
February
March
March

M. Knight
The Leicester Foxwatch
Downstairs at the Museum
R. Tabor
The Wild Life of the Domestic Cat
(Joint Meeting with the Parent Body)
Prof. A. Brook
Chance, Charnwood and Closterium
H. N. Ball
Bird Watch at Wanlip Gravel Pits
Leics. Fungus Study Group 'Leicestershire Fungi'
T. Appleton
'Wild Andalucia'
Dr R. Cameron
Slugs and Snails in Britain
AGM and Social Evening

The 1985 Summer Programme of meetings was as follows:
20th
11 th
25th
29th
2nd
15th
6th
14th
27th
3rd
14th
24th
7th
21st
5th

April
May
May
May
June
June
July
July
July
August
August
August
September
September
October

Mrs J. Ostler
Morkery and Tortoiseshell Woods
T. Mitcham
Burley Wood
G. Dalglish
Muston Meadows N.N.R.
Dr. C. Bagshaw
Lucas' Marsh Trust Reserve
Full day excursion to Suffolk and Cambridgeshire
P. Lucas
Wakerley Wood
Mrs P.A.Evans
North Brook and Fort Henry
Full day excursion to Worcestershire
H.N.Ball
Misterton
P .H .Ramble and J ,Ward 2O-Acre Piece·-moth Trapping
L.Jones
Gall Studies - Thornton to Ratby
I.M.Evans
Ashby Canal at Higham
Miss J.E.Dawson The Viking Way at Woolsthorpe
B.J.Meloy
Wren's Nest - Silurian Fossils
Dr.D.Cassell
Fungus Foray - Stanford Park

The average attendance at field meetings was 24. The Section
would like to thank all leaders, landowners and other helpers
who made the programme successful.
The indoor winter programme began on 9th October 1985 with a
Members' Exhibition and Slide Evening. Other speakers were:
23rd October
6th November

Mrs P. Badger
Dr D. Parkin

20th November

J. Tinning

4th December
18th December

p. Richardson
Dr M. Redfern

'Life between the Tides'
'What are we going to do about
Canada Geese?'
'Badgers in Leics. and their
Conservation'
'Working with Bats'
'Insects and Thistles'

The average attendance at these meetings was 58.
The Section would like to thank the Museum for all the facilities
which it provides for indoor meetings.
E. Loosmore
Hon. Secretary
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE GEOLOGY SECTION FOR 1985-1985

President:

Dr. R. J. King

Chairman:
Vice-<::hairman:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Assistant Secretary:
Field Secretary:

Dr. M. P. A. Howe
Mr. J. G. Martin
Dr. P. R. Crowther
Mrs, P. Marsden
Dr. D. Thurston
Mr. C. J. Co11ins
Miss Ann Cooper

Committee Members:

Mr. A, Dawn
Dr. T. D. Ford
Mr. D. Martin

Dr, D. J. Siveter
1985

Summer Programme

May 18

"Minerals of South Leicestershire"
- Barrow Hill,
Granitethorpe Quarry, Croft Quarry, Stoney Cove.
Leader Mr. J. Faithfull (Leicester University).

June 1

"Marine reptile hunting in the Oxford Clay" new exposure of Oxford Clay and Kelloways beds
near Peterborough. Leader Mr. D. M. Martill
(Leicester University).

June 22

"Geological archaeology" - from Brixworth Church
to the Jewry Wall, Leicester. Leader Dr. D.
Sutherland (A follow up field trip to her lecture
on 23 January 1985).

August 15

"Tilton railway cutting" - an evening trip to
this Leicestershire & Rutland Trust for Nature
Conservation Reserve and SSSI, showing good
exposures of the Lias. Leader Mr. J. G. Martin
(Leicestershire Museums Service).

September 10

"Building stones of Leicester" - an evening walk
around the city centre. Leader Dr. J. H. McD,
Whitaker .

September 22

"Limestone scenery" - a look at the topography
typical of limestone country in Derbyshire.
Leader Dr, T. D. Ford (Leicester University).

1985-1986

Winter Programme

October 2

"An engineer's view of prehistoric animals" Dr. G. R. Whitfield (Reading University).

October 16

"Noddy's guide to ammonites" - Dr. G. Chancellor
(Peterborough City Museum & Art Gallery).
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October 30

"Safari through the volcanoes of Kenya" Mr. R. Tarzey (Leicester University).

November 13

"The long tale of the conodont animal" Dr. R. J. Aldridge (Nottingham University).

November 27

"Rhum - a Tertiary magma chamber of NW Scotland"
Mr. J. Faithfull (Leicester University).

December 11

Christmas Party at the Geology Department,
Leicester University.

January 15

"The Quaternary dilemma - William BucKland, the
Deluge and Glaciation" - Dr. P. J. Boylan
(Leicestershire Museums, Art Galleries and
Records Service).

January 29

"Fossil soils - the Jason's Fleeces of the
Proterozoic?" - Dr. C. Moon (Leicester
University).

February 1

Saturday School at the Leicestershire Museum "The Rutland Dinosaur and Friends" ( Organised
for Vaughan College and the Section by John
Martin).
"Introduction: the Rutland Cetiosaurus" Mr. J. G. Martin (Leicestershire Museums,
Art Galleries and Records Service).
"Sauropod dinosaurs" - Dr. A. Charig (British
Museum, Natural History).
"Middle Jurassic non-marine rocks and
environments" - Dr. R. G. Clements (Leicester
University).
"Iguanodon: new studies of an old subject" Dr. D. Norman (Oxford University).
"Archaeopteryx" - Mr. M, Howgate (University
College, London).
"Fossil soft parts:
last meals and fake fins" Dr. Jurgen Riess (Tubingen University).

February 12

Members' Evening, with Iris King Prize (Category
A) awarded to Daniel Eggleton of Lutterworth.
Short talks were given by Dr. Helen Boynton, Mr. D.
McVey, Mrs. P. Marsden, Mr. C. J. Collins, Dr. Di
Thurston, and Mr. s. Timberlake.

February 26

"The Pleistocene deposits of the Soar Valley" Dr. J. Rice (Leicester University).

March 3

JOINT MEETING WITH PARENT SOCIETY
"Earthquake prediction" - Dr. R. Muir-Wood
(Principia Mechanical.

March 12

"Deep geology of Britain with special reference
to the East Midlands" - Dr. A. Whittaker (British
Geological Survey).
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

March 26

Chairman• s Address - "Arr an" - Dr. M. P. A. Howe.

IRIS KING PRIZE
After the success of last year, it is disappointing to record
that this year's competition became a victim of the teachers'
dispute, with no response from any Leicestershire School.
A prize in the 14 and under individual category was awarded,

however, to Daniel Eggleton at the Members' Evening.

LIST OF MEMBERS

1985 - 1986

Year of
joining
1969

1972
1982
1960
1983
1985
1959
1960
1956

Dr C.P. Alexander
MB; MRCP.
Mrs A.J. Ambler, Dip.Ed.
Mrs R. Armitage
Mr M.A. Baatz
Mrs D.M. Bailey, B ,Sc.
Mr M.H.Bailey, M.A.
Mr A.G. Baker, FRICS.
Mr J .N. Baker
Rev. A.W. Banks
Mr J.W. Banner, BA,
FHCIMA; FRSH.
Mr R.W.P. Banner
Mr G .R. Barker
Miss M.M. Barker, MA.
Mrs M. Bentley, BA.
Dr P.J. Boylan, B.Sc.
Ph.D. FGS,FMA,AMBiM.
Mr D. Boynton, B.Sc.
CEng. MIMechE.
Dr w.H. Brock, B.Sc.
MSc; PhD.
Miss E.A. Brown, SRN,
SCM; COSM
Mrs J .H. Brown
Dr K.F.C. Brown, BA;
MB; BCh; FRCGP
Mr L.B. Brown
Mrs E.A. Bulman
Mr J .R. Bulman
Mr E.C. Bumford
Mr B. Burch, MA, ALA
Mrs J.B.Cameron, BEM.
Miss W.S.Carpenter
Mr J.E.Carter, MA

1980

Mrs D.W. Catchpole

1956

Mr M.A. Chamberlain

1985

Mr C. L, Chapman

1984
1982
1975
1969
1969
1967
1983
1976
1962
1983
1983
1958
1978
1972
1984
1978
1985
1982
1981

22 Ratcliffe Road, LE2 3TB
6 Cottesmore Ave, Oadby, LE2 4SX
3 Wilmington Court, Glebe Rd, LE2
16 Southernhay Rd, LE2 3TJ
1 Beresford ,Pr., LE2 3LB
113 Foxhunter Dr. LE2 SFH
3 The Fairway, Oadby, LE2 2HH
80 Holmfield Rd, LE2 lSB
17 Linden Drive, LES 6AJ
17 Torrington Cl,Wigston, LE8 2RY
8 Oak Meadow, Glenfield, LE 8 2RY
20 Tavistock Drive, LES 5NT
27 Brocks Hill Dr. Oadby, LE2 SRE
96 New Walk, LEl 6TD
7 The Fairway, LW2 2HH
431 London Road

LE2 3JW

206 Leicester Rd, Wigston, LE8 lDS
40 Hartopp Rd, LE2 lWE
The Green, Anstey
3 Wood Hill, LES 3SP
33 Aberdale Road, Knighton
42 Holmfield Ave, LE2 2BF
28 Grenfell Road, LE2 2PA
4 Tynedale Cl. Oadby, LE2 4TS
48 Desford Rd, Kirby Muxloe,LE99BD
236 Kimberley Rd, LE2 lLJ
Long Close, Prior Park Rd, Ashby
de la Zouche, LE6 5BL
2 Youngland Court, 172 Evington
Lane, LES 6DH
The Manor House, Burrough on the
Hill, LE14 2JQ
15 Paddock Close, Quorn,
Loughborough, LE12 BBJ

1982
1981
1985
1985
1984
1983
1984
1969
1979
1985
1958
1981
1971
1963
1983
1982
1976
1978
1965
1959
1979
1982
1963
1966
1976
1981
1985
1963
1964
1983
1985
1981
1958
1965
1983
1983
1969
1969
1960
1981
1983
1983
1972
1985
1984
1981

Mr E.K. Clark, OBE, BSc. Friends Meeting House, Queens Rd,
LE2 lWP
Mr J .D. Cloud, MA; BLitt. 20 Vandyke Rd, Oadby, LE2 SUB
Mr W .H. Cobley
90 Old Church St, Aylestone, LE28ND
Mr W. Cockshaw
14 Shropshire Rd, LE2 BHW
Miss M.E. Coleman
7 Braids Court, 502 London Rd, LE22PP
Mr H. Collinson
4 Merton Way, Kibworth Harcourt, Leics
Mr P .R .Coltman,
28 Turner Rise, Fairstone Hill,
Oadby.
Mrs S.J. Cooke, BA
447 London Road, LE2 3JW
Miss C. Craven
Flat E, 8 Cardigan Rd, Richmond
Hill, Surrey.
Mrs B. Cull, BDS; LDS.
19 Ring Road, LE2
Miss M.J. Davis
25 Kingsway Road, LES 5TL
Mrs P .M. Davis
121a, Glenfield Rd, LE3 6DP
Miss J.E. Dawson,MA,AMA. 79 Regent Rd, LEl 7AX
Mr R.W.Dix~, FFB, FIBE.
83 Lutterworth Rd, LE2 SPJ
Miss C.W. Dodwell, BA,
11 Holme Dr. Oadby, LE2 4HF
ARCM.
Mrs J. Drew-Edwards
2 The Fairway, Oadby, LE2
Mr B. Dunn
Norfolk Court, Fairefield Cres.,
Glenfield, LE3 8EH
Mr B.S. Edwards
19 Rosemead Dr. Oadby, LE2 5SB
Mrs D. Edwards
43 Lorne Rd, LE2 lYA
Mr I.M. Evans, MA;
96 New Walk, LEl 6TD
FMA; MIBiol.
Miss R. M, Ewen
9 Midway Road, LES 5TP
Mrs R.L. Finch
44 Ring Road, LE2 3RR
Miss E.R. Findley
13 Bankart Ave, LE2 2DD
Dr B.A. Fisher
29/4 Sderet Jabetinsky,
Netanya 42.277, Israel
Mr H.G. Fisher
27 Southernhay Rd, LE2 3TJ
31 Halfmoon Cres. Oadby, LE2 4HD
Mr R.H. Float
Dr J.A.Florance,
16 Elmfield Ave, LE2 lRD
BA; PhD,
Geology Dept, The University,
Dr T.D. Ford,
Leicester.
BSc; PhD; FGS.
24 Westminster Rd, LE2 2EG
Miss L.S.M.Gardner
2 New Street, Leicester
Mr S. Gasztowicz
15 Links Road, Kibworth, Leics.
Mr H. L. Gibson
Glenshane, Portland Rd, Kirby
Mr T. R. Goode,
Muxloe, LE9 9EH
BE; CEng; FIEE
18 Palmerston Boulevard, LE2 3YR
Mr P.R. Goodwin
350 Green Lane Road, LES 4ND
Miss s. R. Gray
46 Chapel Lane, LE2 3WE
Mr D. Green
11 Ellis Drive, Kirby Muxloe LE3 3TL
Mr W. E. Gregory
32 Morland Avenue, LE2 2PF
Miss E Griffith
3 Morland Avenue, LE2 2PF
Rev.Canon D.W. Gundry
18 Barbara Avenue, Kirby Muxloe
Mr L.C. Hamer
LE3 3HD
79 Anstey Lane, Leicester
Mrs B.P.Hamilton
13 Poynings Avenue, LE3 6HP
Mr W.W. Harrington
6 Chapel Close, Houghton on the Hill
Mr P.J.B.Hart, BA;
LE7 9HT
BSc; PhD.
8 Sybil Road, LE3 2EX
Mr W. Hatton
86 Holmfield Road, LE2
Mr V.J. Hennessey,
DC; JPD.
39 Priory Walk, L.F.E. LE3 3PQ
Mrs S.A. Hensen, RHV.
35 The Bridle, Glen Parva, LE 29HR
Dr R.R. Hetherington,
BSc; PhD, FBPsS.
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1935
1982
1951

Mr P.F.J.Hickinbotham
ChM; FRCS
Dr J.H. Holloway
BSc;PhD;DSc;CChem;FRSC
Mrs H .J.E. Holme
Mrs M.H. Holt
Prof. A.R. Humphreys

1976
1975
1981
1981
1981
1962

Mr J .N. James
Mr. P.J.Janes, J.P.
Alexey Janes
Daniel Janes
Mark Janes
Miss F.M. Johnson

1967
1978

1953 Miss E .M. Judge
1982
1974
1983
1974
1958
1983
1984
1982
1976
1971
1984
1924
1976
1963
1984
1980
1975
1976
1964
1963
1982
1985
1983
1984
1967
1981
1969
1957
1975
1972
1975
1977
1959
1983
1983
1979
1933
1974

Mrs E .M.L. Kemp
Dr M.A. Khan, Ph.D;
FGS; FRAS
Mr J.N. King
Dr N.W. King, BSc; LRCP;
MRCS; MB; BS; FFARCS
Rev. A.H. Kirkby
MA; BD; PhD.
Mr. E.C. Knibb
Michael Knibb
Mr J .R. Lain~
Miss F.M. Lamb
Miss D. Lane
Mr L.W. Lapworth
Miss G. Laws
Dr. B. Lawson
Dr. M.J. Le Bas,
BSc. ; PhD; FGS.
Mr A.W. LeMessurierRi tchie
Dr, D.R.S. Leslie
Dr D.G. Lewis
Mr L. Lloyd-Smith;
JP; DipArch; FRIBA
Mrs G.K. Long, BSc; FLA
Mr. R.H. Long
Mr R.G. Loosmore
Miss E. Lovett,
Miss E. Loveland
Mrs A. Walsh Low
Mr L.A.B. Lowe,
FIPlantE
Mr B.A. Ludlam
Mr J.K. McLaughlan, LLB
Mrs P.M. McLaughlan
Mrs M.E. McLearie
Dr D.A.C. McNeil,
BSc; PhD.
Dr H.G.K. Majut
Mr S.J. Mann
Miss K.E. Marson
Miss K.R. Martin
Miss E.B. Martindale
Mrs G.M. Marvin
Dr. M.L. Millard
Mr N .H. Miller

69 Main Street, Bushby, LE7 9PL
43 Morland Avenue, LE2 2PE
92 Shanklin Drive, LE2 3QE
18 Ripon Street, LE2
Flat 7, Springfield, 2 St.Mary's
Road, LE2 lXA
6 Elsalene Court, London Rd LE2 21
52 Kirkland Road, LE3 2JP

98 London Road, Oadby, LE2 5DJ
North Avenue, LE2 lTL
28 The Oval, Oadby, LE2 5JB
144 Evington Lane, LES 6DG
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White House Farm, 22 Main Street,
Barkby.
27 Westminster Road, LE2 2EH
76 Kingsmead Road, LE2 3YD
46 Kimberley Road, LE2 lLF
5 Farley Road, LE2 3LD
112, Queens Road, LE2 3FL
64 Hilders Road, LE3
40 Nevanthon Road, LE3 6DR
27 Brookside, Rearsby, Leics.
1 Carisbrooke Avenue, LE2 3PA
284 Victoria Park Road, LE2 lXE
9 Masse Way, Oadby, LE2 4HL
3 Shirley Road, LE2 3LL
16 Higher Green, Great Glen, LES OGE
46 Wintersdale Road, LES 2GT
38 Heddington Way, LE2 6HF
1 Roundhill Road, LES 5JR
94 Shanklin Drive, LE2 3QE
3 Greenland Drive, LES
49 Lorne Road, LE2 lYH
45 Knighton Drive, LE2 3HD
74 Hough Hill, Swannington, Leics.
166 Evington Lane, LES 6DG
38 Knighton Church Road, LE2 3JH
39 Ashfield Road, LE2 lLB
175 Byron Street, Loughborough, Leics.
4 Evington Court, 180 Evington
Lane, LE 5 6DH
12 Palmerston Boulevard, LE2 3YR
75 Pine Tree Avenue, LES lAL
158 Harborough Road, Oadby, LE2 4LD
91 Shanklin Drive, LE2 3QF
14 Dalby Avenue, Bushby LE7
50 The Broadway, Oadby, LE2 2HE
621 Saffron Lane, LE2 6UN

1983
1974
1974
1948
1948

Mrs L.M. Moore
Mr J .A. Morley, FCMA
Mr D.L. Morris, BSc;
FRICS
Miss I .N. Morton
Mr J.H.M.Morton

1982

MrsE.F. Nichols

1971
1980
1985

Miss M.J. Orpen
Mr A.F. Orton, BA
Dr D.W. Orton

1966
1960
1984
1974
1983

Mr H.A. Orton
Mr J.L. Page
Mr M.L. Palin, BA; ACP
Mrs H. Palmer
Mrs H.C. Pegg

1979
1981

Mrs J .L .Pickard
Miss E. Pole, cc

1945

Lt.Col. J.B. Potter, TD

1974
1983
1972
1984

MrsD.E, Price
Mrs M. Pybus
Mrs M.C.B. Rablen, BA
Ms s. Rear

1983
1969
1978
1951
1945
1933

Mr A. A. Rees
Mr D.E. Rees, BSc.
Mrs C.M. Richardson
Mr C.R. Riddington, FCA
Mr F.S. Redwell
Mrs F.B.E. Russell
LRAM
Dr W. S. Russell
MrD.E. Sharpe
Mr D.H. Sherwin
Mrs D.M. Shilcock
Mr M. Shock
Mrs P.L. Silver
Mr P.G. Sloane
Dr R.G. Small

1976
1985
1977
1979
1977
1971
1946
1977
1982

1962
1930

Mr A.J. Smith
DO; MRO
Mr D.H.Smith, DipArch,
FRIBA; FILA
Mr J.R.R. Smith,
MIMechE
Prof. P.H.A. Sneath,
MA; MD; D de l'U;
MRCS; LRCP
Dr G.F. Spaul
Mr H.J. Spencer, MA; CPA
Miss K.M. Stanton, JP;

1976
1983

Miss J.E. Staples, BSc.
Mr R.A. Steel

1983

Mrs S.J. Steel, MA; AMA

1974
1983
1974

1985

2 St.Andrews Drive, Oadby, LE2
45 The Broadway, Oadby, LE2 2HF
63 Regent Road, LEl 7AX
90 Howard Road, LE2 lXH
Belvoir Lodge, Medbourne, Market
Harborough, LE16 8DS
The Long House, 46 Desford Road,
Kirby Muxioe, LE9 9BD
4 Briar Walk, Oadby, LE2 SUE
38 Sybil Road, LE3 2EY
15 Leicester Road, Broughton
Astley, Leics.
5 Cordery Road, LES 6DB
42 Bankart Avenue, LE2 2DB
4 Stoughton Avenue, LE2 2DR
Barn Hayes, Forest Drive, Kirby
8 Somerby Drive,
Muxloe
Oadby, LE 2 4PH
21 Grenfell Road, LE2 2PA
Flat 3, Stonesby Court,
Stoneygate,Road, LE2 2AB
The Elms, 18 Main Street, Smeeton
Westerby, LES OQJ
Ranmore, Gullet Lane, Kirby Muxloe.
21 Rookery Lane, Groby, LE6 OGL
53 Knighton Drive, LE2 3HD
Forest House, Station Road,
Kirby Muxloe
3 School Lane, Gaulby, Billesdon
166 Leicester Road, Glenhills,LE2 9HH
5 Glebe Close, Wigston, LES !PT
17 Stoneygate Court, London Rd,LE22AJ
21 Mansell Drive, LE2 8PP
140 Letchworth Road, LE3 6FH
31 Duke's Drive, LE2 lTP
12a Landscape Drive, LES
46 Hebden Close, EME, LE2 9RG
23a Sports Road, Glenfield, LE3 BAL
Knighton Hall, Chapel Lane, LE2 3 G
55 Guilford Road, LE2 2RD
82a London Road, LE2 OPF
stewards Hay, Bradgate Hill, Groby,
LE6 OFA
19 St John's Road, LE2 2BL
White House, North Avenue, LE2 lTL
5 Holly Grove, Blaby, LES 3GF
Sunnyfield, Southmeads Road, Oadby,
LE2 2LR

18 Shanklin Drive, LE2 3RG
8 The Glebelands, Great Glen, Leics.
41 Byway Road, LES STP

MA.

59 Victoria Court, Oadby, LE2 4AG
112 Balmoral Road, Mountsorrel,
LEl 2 7EW

"
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"

"

1956
1976

Mr I.G. Stevens
Dr K.A. Stewart, MA;
FFARCS

70 Homeway Road, LES 5RG
43 6 London Road, LE 2 2PP

1985

Mr G. Story

36 Watergate Lane, Narborough Rd Sth

1980
1976
1959

21 Pope Street, Knighton
21 Morland Avenue, LE2 2PE
10 Church Lane, Stoughton, LE2 2FJ

1963
1983

Dr T.A. Sutherley
Prof, J.D. Swales
Mrs J.E.M. SylvesterBradley
Mrs B,M. Tarratt
Dr R,W, Taylor

1984

Mr J. Thompson

1977
1982
1976
1976

Miss L,M, Thompson
Mr J,B,Tomlinson
Mrs M,H. Turner
Dr W,D, Turner, MB;
ChB; FFARCS
Mrs M.M.Vearncombe,
Mrs D. Vine, BA,
Miss N. Waddington, MA
Miss s.c. Waldram
Mr M. Walpole, FCA
Mrs G,M, Warren
Miss K,M, Watts
Mr A. Weinmann
Dr J.H. Mc,D,Whitaker,
MA; BSc; PhD; FGS.
Mr M,E. White

1977
1966
1950
1961
1980
1983
1983
1968
1952
1984
1974
1985
1978
1983
1980
1985
1985

Mr s.H. Wilcock, MA;
ACIS; DPA
Miss E. Wilkinson
Miss D,J. Wood
Mr T. Worn
Mrs J.C. Wright
Mr D,L. Wykes, BSc,

11 Towers Drive, Kirby Muxloe, LE9 9EW
White House Farm, Main Street,
Keyham, LE7 9JQ
Flat 7, Hannam Court, Charles Street,
LEl 3FT
12 Pilgrim Gardens, Grocot Rd LE 5 6AL
66 Northdene Road, LE2
126 Evington Lane, LES 6DG
25 Ashfield Road, LE2 lLB
30 High Leys Drive, Oadby, LE2 5TL
2 Swale Close, Oadby, LE2
32 Morland Avenue, LE2 2PE
57 Leicester Road, Groby, LE6 ODQ
68 outwoods Road, Loughborough, Leics.
135 Keyham Lane West, Scraptoft, Leics.
36 Edward Road, LE2 lTF
15 Kingscliffe Crescent, LES 6PA
11 Guilford Road, LE2 2RD
3 Firs Road, Houghton on the Hill,
LE7 9GH
12 Knighton Rise, Oadby, LE2 2RE
43
26
17
24
61

John Woolman House, 20 Rawson St,
Greengate Lane, Birstall, LE4 3W
Danvers Road, Mountsorrel, LE12 7JG
Evington Lane, LES SPN
Stoneygate Court, London Road,
LE2 2AS

Leicester Grammar School as Corporate Member
7 Applegate, LE! 5LB
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OFFICERS AND COUNCIL OF THE SOCIETY

President:

L. Lloyd-Smith, J.P., F.R.I.B.A.

Life Vice-President:

Miss N. Waddington, M.A.

Vice-Presidents:

Mrs. D.E. Cameron, B.E.M.
Trevor D. Ford, B.Sc., Ph.D., F.G.S.
Michael Baatz, M.A., F.R.S.A.
P.J. Boylan, B.Sc., F.G.S., F.M.A., M.B.I.M.
D.G. Lewis, M.A., M.D., F.F.A.R.C.S.
3 Shirley Road, Leicester

Hon.

Secretary

Tel.

705889

Hon. Membership Secretary

Mrs. M.C. Rablen
53 Knighton Drive, Leicester
Tel. 707336

Hon. Treasurer

P.R. Goodwin, l.P.F.A.
18 Palmerston Boulevar~, Leicester
Tel. 883218

Hon. Auditor

M.H. Bailey, M.A.

Hon. Editor of
Transactions

T.D. Ford, B.Sc., Ph.D., F.G.S.

Council:

C.P. Alexander, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.P.
Mrs. D.M. Bailey, B. Sc., J.P.
E.H. Clarke, O.B.E., B.Sc.
T.R. Goode, B.E., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.
The Rev. Canon D.W. Gundry, M.Th.
L. C. Hamer
J.H. Holloway, B.Sc., Ph.D.
N.W. King, B.Sc., M.B., B.S., F.F.A.R.C.S.
The Rev. A.H. Kirkby, M.A., B.D., Ph.D.
A.F. Orton, B.A.
D.E. Rees, B.Sc.
Mrs. F. Russell, L.R.A.M.
P.H.A. Sneath, M.A.M.D., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.
Miss K.M. Stanton, J.P., M.A.
Miss J.E. Staples, B.Sc.
J.D. Swales, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.P.
The Vice-Chancellor of the University of
Leicester

Hon. Secretary
Geology Section

Dr. P. Crowther
Leicestershire Museums

Hon. Secretary
Natural History Section

Mrs. E. Loosmore
1 Roundhill Road, Leicester.

